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INTRODUCTION
Yes, we understand that "trading" isn't the most welcoming term, and it can be daunting at times, but I believe I've
figured out why. The fear associated with this term stems from the fact that there isn't much jargon-free information
regarding trading available. It also doesn't help that the trading industry is plagued with horror stories about frauds,
which is enough to turn anyone off. Yet, trading is a real business and a chance to potentially improve your income
(and who doesn't love a cash generator?). We're going to break down that wall and bring some clarity to the world
of trading and how you think about it.
An option is a contract to buy or sell a stock, typically 100 shares per contract, at a predetermined price and by a
specific date.
An option allows you to wager on which direction you think the price of a stock will go, much like you can buy a
stock if you think its price will go up or sell a stock if you think its price will go down. When you buy an option,
instead of buying or selling the asset outright, you're buying a contract that permits — but doesn't bind — you to do
several things, such as:

For a limited time, buy or sell shares of a stock at an agreed-upon price (the "strike price").
Selling the contract to a new investor is a good idea.
Allow the option contract to expire and walk away from the situation without incurring any more
financial obligations.
If you're just hoping to profit from short-term price swings and trade in and out of contracts, options
trading may sound like it's reserved for commitment-phobes. Long-term buy-and-hold investors can
also benefit from options.



Chapter 1: THE OPTION TRADE
Options are financial derivatives based on the value of underlying securities such as stocks. Depending on the
contract type and options, the contract allows the buyer to buy or sell the underlying asset. Unlike the holder of a
future, an option holder is not forced to acquire or sell the asset if they do not want to.
The call option holder can buy an asset at a specific price within a defined term.
Put options allow the holder to sell an asset at a defined price within a certain timeframe.
Each option contract holder will be given a specific timeframe by which they must exercise their option. The stated
price of an option is known as the strike price. To buy and sell options, most people use online or retail brokers.
Options contracts are financial derivatives that give buyers the right but not the obligation to buy or sell an
underlying asset at a fixed price and date.
Call and put options serve as the cornerstone for various hedging, income, and speculating strategies.
While there are many ways to profit from options, investors should be wary of the risks.

UNDERSTANDING OPTIONS
Financial goods that can be used in various ways are known as options. The buyer pays an option premium in
exchange for the contract's rights, and the seller pays an option premium in exchange for the contract's rights. Each
call option has a bullish buyer and a bearish seller, whereas each put option has a bearish buyer and a bullish seller.
If you haven't already noticed, there are many options available for investing in securities.
Whether you choose to play the stock market or invest in a couple of Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs), you're
certainly familiar with the fundamentals of several different securities. But what precisely are options, and how do
you trade them?
What Are Options?
An option is a contract that allows (but does not obligate) an investor to purchase or sell an underlying item such as
a share, ETF, or even index at a predetermined price over a specified period. The options market, which exchanges
contracts based on securities, is where you buy and sell options. A "call option" allows you to buy shares later,
whereas a "put option" allows you to sell shares at a later date.
On the other hand, Options are not the same as stocks in that they do not represent ownership in a corporation. And
while futures and options both involve contracts, options are regarded as less risky because you can withdraw (or
walk away from) an options contract at any time. Therefore, the option's premium (price) is the underlying asset or
security percentage.
When purchasing or selling options, the investor or trader has the right to exercise the option at any time up until
the expiration date; hence, just buying or selling an option does not indicate that you must exercise it at the buy/sell
point. Options are classified as derivative securities because of this system, which means their price is derived from
something else (in this case, from the value of assets like the market, securities, or other underlying instruments).
As a result, options are frequently regarded as less risky than stocks (if used correctly).
Why would an investor, on the other hand, use options? Buying options involves betting on equities to go up, down,
or hedge a market trading position.
The "strike price" is the price at which you agree to buy the underlying securities via the option, and the "premium"
is the cost you pay to purchase that option contract. When deciding on the strike price, you're wagering on whether
the item (usually a stock) will rise or fall in value. The premium, which is a proportion of the asset's value, is the
amount you pay for that bet.
Call and put options are two types of options that offer an investor the right (but not the duty) to sell or buy shares.

PUT OPTIONS
On the other hand, a put option is a contract that gives an investor the right to sell a given number of shares (usually
100 per contract) of a specific security or commodity at a specified price for a specified period. Like a call option, a
put option gives the trader a choice (but not the responsibility) to sell securities before the contract's expiration date.
The striking price is the price at which you agree to sell the stock, and the premium is the cost you pay for the put
option, the same as call options.
Put options work similarly to calls, except if you're buying a put option to make a profit, you want the security's
price to fall (or sell the put option if you think the price will go up).
In contrast to call options, the higher the strike price, the higher the inherent value of the put option.



LONG VS SHORT OPTIONS
Unlike other assets such as futures contracts, options trading is usually a "long" - that is, you buy the option in the
hopes that the price will rise (in which case you would buy a call option). You're still buying a long option if you
buy a put option (the right to sell the security).
Shorting an option is the same as selling it, except the profit is limited to the option's premium - and the danger is
unlimited.
The longer the contract is open, the greater the premiums for both calls and put options.

CALL OPTIONS
A call option is a contract that offers an investor the right to buy a specific number of shares (usually 100) of a
specific security or commodity at a specific price for a specific period. A call option, for example, allows a trader to
purchase a specific number of shares of stock, bonds, or even other assets such as ETFs or indexes at a later date
(by the expiration of the contract).
When you buy a call option, you're betting that the stock (or other investment) will rise in value, allowing you to
benefit from your contract by exercising your right to buy those stocks (and usually immediately sell them to cash
in on the profit).
The premium is the charge you pay to purchase a call option (it's effectively the cost of purchasing the contract that
will allow you to finally purchase the stock or security). In this way, the call option premium is similar to a down
payment on a house or automobile. When you buy a call option, you agree on a strike price with the seller and can
buy the security at that price (fixed until the contract expires).
So, call options are similar to insurance in that you pay for a contract that expires at a specific time but permits you
to buy a security (such as stock) at a specified price (which will not rise even if the stock's market price rises). You
will, however, need to renew your option (typically on a weekly, monthly, or quarterly basis). As a result, options
are subject to what is known as time decay, which means that their value diminishes over time.
The lower the strike price, the higher the inherent value of the call option.
WHAT IS OPTIONS TRADING, AND HOW DOES IT WORK?
Options trading, as the name implies, is simply trading options on securities traded on the stock or bond markets (as
well as ETFs and the like).
To begin, you must use a brokerage 
The striking price of a call option for a stock, for example, will be set based on the stock's current price when
purchased. For example, if a share of stock (such as Amazon (AMZN) - Get Report) costs $1,748, any strike price
(the cost of a call option) that is higher than that price is called "out of the money." In contrast, if the strike price is
less than the current stock price, it is said to be "in the money."
The opposite is true for put options (right to sell): strike values below the current share price are regarded as "out of
the money," and vice versa. What's more, any "out of the money" options (whether call or put options) will be
worthless when they expire (so you want to have an "in the money" option when trading on the stock market).
Call options are generally bullish, while put options are generally bearish.
Fridays are when most options expire, but there are some exceptions (monthly, bi-monthly, quarterly, etc.). Six-
month contracts are common in option contracts.
TRADING CALL VS PUT OPTIONS
Buying a call option is simply betting that the price of a share of security (such as a stock or index) will rise over a
set period. For example, if you buy a call option for Alphabet (GOOG) - Get Report at $1,500 and are optimistic
about the stock, you forecast that the stock's share price will rise.
When you buy put options, you're betting that the underlying security's price will fall over time (so you're bearish
on the stock). For example, if you buy a put option on the S&amp; P 500 I: GSPC index, which is currently trading
at $2,100 a share, you are bullish on the stock market and believe the S&amp; P 500 will fall in value over time
(perhaps to $1,700). Because you bought the put option when the index was at $2,100 a share (assuming the strike
price was at or near that level), you'd be able to sell it for the same price (not the new, lower price). As an
investment, this would result in a pleasant "cha-ching."
The underlying security price, the period before the option expires, and the volatility of the underlying security are
the most important factors in options trading (particularly in the stock market).
The option's premium (price) is calculated by its intrinsic value and time value (extrinsic value).
IMPLIED VS HISTORICAL VOLATILITY
In options trading, volatility refers to the size of a stock's price movements.



As one may expect, high volatility in securities (such as stocks) equates to higher risk, whereas low volatility
equates to lesser risk.
Stocks with high volatility (those whose share values move a lot) are more expensive when trading options on the
stock market than those with low volatility (although due to the erratic nature of the stock market, even low
volatility stocks can become high volatility ones eventually).
Historical volatility is a solid measure of volatility because it reflects how much a stock moved day to day over one
year. On the other hand, implied volatility is a forecast of a stock's (or security's) future volatility based on the
market during the option contract's life.
Value: Time Value and in/at/out of the Money
If you acquire an option that is already "in the money" (meaning it will profit right away), the premium will be
higher because you will be able to sell it right away for a profit. If you have an option that is "at the money," on the
other hand, the option is equal to the current stock price. And, as you might expect, an option that is "out of the
money" will have no added value because it is now not profitable.
In the case of call options, contracts that are "in the money" are those whose underlying asset price (stock, ETF,
etc.) is higher than the strike price. If the strike price of a put option is less than the underlying asset's current price,
the contract will be "in the money" (stock, ETF, etc.).
The temporal value, also known as the extrinsic value, is the value of an option greater than its intrinsic value (or
above the "in the money" area).
You can sell options to collect a time premium if an option (whether a put or call option) will be "out of the money"
by its expiration date.
The more time an option has until it expires, the more time it has to produce a profit; hence it's premium (price) will
be higher due to its higher time value. In contrast, the shorter an options contract has until it expires, the lower its
time value (less additional time value will be added to the premium).
In other words, the more time an option has before expiration, the more time value will be added to the premium
(price), and the less time it has before expiration, the less time value will be added to the premium (price).

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
One of the most appealing aspects of options trading is its alleged safety.
Options are often more resilient to market price changes (and downturns), can help increase income on current and
future investments, can often get you better deals on a variety of equities, and, perhaps most importantly, can help
you capitalize on that equity rising or falling over time without having to invest in it directly, according to Nasdaq's
options trading tips.
Trading options, of course, have drawbacks, one of which is a risk.
Risks connected with options trading can be interpreted differently, but they usually center around the market's
volatility or uncertainty. Expensive options, for example, have a high level of uncertainty, implying that the market
for that asset is volatile and trading it is risky.

TRADING STRATEGIES FOR OPTIONS
When trading options, the contracts usually look like this:
The stock ticker (the name of the stock), the expiration date (usually in mm/dd/yyyy, though dates are often flipped
with the year first, month second, and day last), the strike price, call or put, and the premium price (for example, $3)
are all listed on the contract. As an example of a call option for Apple shares, consider the following: APPL
01/15/2018 200 Call @ 3.
Regardless, the options deal will look extremely different depending on whatever platform you are trading on.
When trading options, you have a variety of techniques to choose from, all of which differ in terms of risk, reward,
and other considerations. While there are dozens of tactics (the majority of which are extremely complex), here are
a few key ones that have been advised for beginners.
Straddles and strangles
When trading straddles (long in this case), you expect the asset (like a stock) to be highly volatile, but you don't
sure which way it will go (up or down). When using a straddle strategy, you buy a call and a put option at the same
strike price, underlying price, and expiry date. This method is commonly utilized when a trader expects a company's
stock to drop or surge in response to an event such as an earnings announcement. When a company like Apple
(AAPL) - Get Report is preparing to release its third-quarter earnings on July 31, for example, an options trader
could use a straddle strategy to buy a call option to expire on that date at the current Apple stock price, as well as a
put option to expire on the same day for the same price.



An investor will buy an "out of the money" call and an "out of the money" put for the same expiry date for the same
underlying asset in a strangle (long in this example). Investors that utilize this technique believe the underlying
asset (such as stock) will see a significant price change, but they don't know which way it will go. A long strangle is
a relatively secure strategy because the investor simply needs the stock to move more than the whole premium paid,
regardless of which direction it moves.
The advantage of a strangle approach is less loss because the premiums are lower. After all, the options are "out of
the money," which means they are less expensive to purchase.
Covered Call
A covered call is a wonderful choice for you if you have long asset investments (such as stocks). This method is
best for only mildly optimistic or neutral investors on a stock.
A covered call is created by purchasing 100 shares of normal stock and selling one call option per 100 shares. This
technique can help you lessen the risk of your present stock investments while also earning from the option.
When the stock price rises or remains relatively stable during the life of the option contract, covered calls can make
you money. However, if the stock price falls too far, you could lose money on this investment (but can still make
money if it only falls a little bit). However, by employing this method, you can protect your investment against
share price declines while allowing yourself to profit when the stock price remains stable.
Selling Iron Condors
The trader's risk might be prudent or reckless based on their inclination toward this approach (a definite plus). The
transaction position for iron condors is non-directional, which means the asset (like a stock) can move up or down,
with profit potential across a wide range. To employ this method, sell a put and purchase another put at a lower
strike price (basically a put spread), then pair it with buying a call and selling a call at a higher strike price
(essentially a call spread) (a call spread). These calls and puts are only a few seconds long.
You profit when the stock price stays between the two puts or calls (so even if the price fluctuates slightly, you
profit). However, the technique loses money when the stock price rises or falls dramatically above or below the
spreads. As a result, the iron condor is thought to be in a neutral market position.
Options Trading Examples
There are numerous examples of options trading, which are mostly dependent on the technique employed. Consider
a trader buying a call and put option on Microsoft (MSFT) - Get Report to get a general sense of what a typical call
or put option would be.
For instance, if you bought a long call option for 100 shares of Microsoft stock at $110 per share for December 1,
you would have the right to acquire 100 shares of that stock at $110 per share regardless of whether the stock price
moved or not before December 1. For this long call option, you would expect Microsoft's price to rise, allowing you
to profit when you can purchase it at a lower price than its market value. If you choose not to exercise your right to
buy the shares, you will simply lose the premium you paid for the option because you are not compelled to do so.
If you bought a long put option on Microsoft, you were wagering that the price of Microsoft shares would fall until
your contract expired, allowing you to sell the shares at a greater price than their market value if you chose to
exercise your right to sell them.
Another example is purchasing a long call option for a $2 premium (i.e., for 100 shares each contract, the total cost
would be $200). You purchase a two-month option on 100 shares of Oracle (ORCL) - Get Report with a strike price
of $40 a share, anticipating that the stock will rise to $50 by then. You've invested $200 on the contract (the $2
premium multiplied by the deal's 100 shares). Because the difference between 40 and 50 is 10, your call option to
buy at $40 per share will be $10 "in the money" (the contract is now worth $1,000 because you have 100 shares of
the stock) when the stock price reaches $50, as you predicted. At this moment, you can exercise your call option
and buy the stock for $40 per share instead of the $50 it is currently worth, resulting in an $800 profit and a 400
percent return on your original $200 contract.
Typical Options Trading Errors
Even the most experienced traders can make blunders when trading options.
Traders frequently make the error of believing that they must hang on to their call or put option until the expiration
date. Suppose the underlying stock of your option rises dramatically overnight, doubling the value of your call or
put option. In that case, you can instantly exercise the contract to take advantage of the gains (even if you have, say,
29 days left for the option).
Another typical mistake made by options traders (particularly newbies) is failing to develop a solid exit strategy.
For example, you could want to consider exiting your option when you either lose money or attain a profit that you
like (instead of holding out in your contract until the expiration date).



On the other hand, other traders may make the error of believing that less expensive is better. This isn't always the
case with alternatives. The lower an option's premium is, the more "out of the money" it is, making it a riskier
investment with lower profit potential if something goes wrong. Buying call or put options that are "out of the
money" suggests you expect the underlying security's value to vary dramatically, which isn't always predictable.
While there is a slew of additional options blunders, make sure you do your homework before diving into the world
of options trading.
The buyer will pay a premium fee for each contract, which typically reflects 100 shares of the underlying securities.
If the premium per contract is 35 cents, purchasing one option would cost $35 ($0.35 x 100 = $35). The premium is
calculated using the striking price, which is the price for buying or selling the asset until the expiration date. The
premium price includes the expiration date as well. As the date on a carton of milk in the refrigerator, the expiration
date defines when the option contract must be exercised. The underlying asset determines the use-by date. For
stocks, it is usually the third Friday of the contract month.
Traders and investors buy and sell options for a variety of reasons. Options speculation allows a trader to keep a
leveraged position in an asset at a lower price than buying the asset's shares. Investors will use options to hedge or
reduce their portfolio's risk exposure. Option holders can profit by purchasing call options or, in some cases,
becoming options writers. Options trading is one of the most straightforward ways to invest in oil. Traders should
keep an eye on the daily trading volume and open interest of an option to make the best investment decisions.
European options can only be exercised on their expiration or exercise dates, but American options can be exercised
at any time before they expire. The act of exercising one's right to buy or sell the underlying securities is referred to
as "exercise."
Options Risk Metrics: The Greeks
In the options market, the term "Greeks" is used to describe the numerous risks associated with taking an options
position, whether it be a single option or a portfolio of options. These variables are known as Greeks because they
are commonly associated with Greek symbols. Every risk variable results from a fault in the option's assumption or
connection to another underlying variable. Traders use Greek values like Delta, Theta, and others to estimate
options risk and manage option portfolios.
Theta
Theta, commonly known as time sensitivity or options time decay, is the rate of change in the option price over
time. Theta represents how much an option's price reduces as the time to expiration decreases, all other factors
being equal. Consider the situation of a trader who is long a -0.50 theta option. If all other factors remained
constant, the option's price would decrease by 50 cents each passing day. The option's value would theoretically
decrease by $1.50 after three trading days.
Theta rises when options are in or out of the money, and it falls when options are in or out of the money. Time
decay is faster for options with a shorter time to expiration. Long calls and long puts have a negative Theta, but
short calls and short puts have a positive Theta. Because the value of a stock does not deteriorate over time, it has 0
Theta.
Delta
The delta is the rate of change between the option's price and the underlying asset's price, and it represents a $1
change in the underlying asset's price (). To put it another way, the underlying option's price sensitivity. A call
option's delta ranges from zero to one, whereas a put option's delta ranges from zero to negative one. Consider the
situation of a long 0.50 delta call option holder. As a result, if the underlying stock price rises by $1, the option's
price climbs by 50 cents.
The delta is also the hedging ratio for generating a delta-neutral position for options traders. If you buy a typical
American call option with a 0.40 delta, you'll need to sell 40 shares of stock to be fully hedged. The net delta of a
portfolio of options can also be used to calculate the hedging ratio.
A less common application of an option's delta is to determine the present possibility that an option will expire in
the money. For example, a 0.40 delta call option has a 40% probability of ending in the money today.
Gamma
Gamma () represents the rate of change between the delta of an option and the underlying asset's price. It's known
as second-order (second-derivative) price sensitivity. If the underlying securities moved $1, the gamma represents
how much the delta would change. Assume an investor owns a call option on the hypothetical stock XYZ. The call
option's delta is 0.50, while the gamma is 0.10. As a result, the delta of the call option rises or falls by 0.10 if stock
XYZ rises or falls by $1.
Gamma is a metric for determining how stable an option's delta is: higher gamma values indicate that delta could
move dramatically in response to even slight changes in the underlying's price.



Gamma is higher for at-the-money options and lower for in- and out-of-the-money options as expiration
approaches, and it grows in magnitude. The gamma value decreases as the expiry date approaches; options with
longer expirations are less subject to delta movements. Gamma values frequently rise as the expiration date
approaches, as price swings have a greater impact on gamma.
Options traders may choose to hedge delta and gamma to achieve delta-gamma neutrality, which means the delta
will remain close to zero while the underlying price fluctuates.
Rho
Rho is the rate of change in the value of an option about a 1% change in the interest rate (p). This is an interest rate
sensitivity metric. Assume that a call option with a rho of 0.05 and a price of $1.25 has the same rho and price. The
call option's value rises to $1.30 if interest rates rise by 1%, provided all other conditions remain unchanged. On the
other hand, put options are the antithesis of call options. Rho works best with at-the-money options that have a long
expiration period.
Minor Greeks
Some lesser-known Greeks include lambda, epsilon, vomma, vera, speed, zomma, color, and ultima.
These Greeks are pricing model derivatives that affect things like delta changes in response to volatility changes,
among other things. Because computer software can quickly calculate and account for these complex and even
esoteric risk considerations, they're becoming more frequent in options trading strategies.
Vega (V)
The rate of change between the value of an option and the implied volatility of the underlying asset is known as
Vega. This is the volatility option's sensitivity. The Vega indicator measures how much the price of an option varies
in response to a 1% change in implied volatility. For example, a Vega of 0.10 indicates that the option's value is
expected to move by 10 cents if the implied volatility changes by 1%.
Increased volatility indicates that the underlying instrument is more likely to experience extreme values, hence
increasing the option's value. On the other side, a decrease in volatility will reduce the option's value. Vega is at its
peak for at-the-money options with long expiration periods.
The letter vega does not exist in the Greek alphabet, as those familiar with it will observe. There are a few theories
on how this symbol, which resembles the Greek letter nu, became popular in stock trading terminology.
Buying Call Options: Risks and Gains
Call options, as previously stated, let the holder acquire underlying securities at a specified strike price by the
expiration date, also known as the expiry. The possessor is under no obligation to purchase the asset if they do not
want to. The risk of the call option buyer is confined to the premium paid. The changes of the underlying stock have
no bearing.
Call option buyers are bullish on the stock and believe it will rise over the strike price before the option expires. If
the investor's bullish prediction comes true and the stock price climbs over the strike price, he or she can exercise
the option, buy the shares at the strike price, and sell it for a profit at the current market price.
The profit on this transaction equals the difference between the market and strike share prices, plus the cost of the
option—the premium—and any brokerage commission paid to place the orders. The result is multiplied by the
number of option contracts acquired, then multiplied by 100, with each option contract representing 100 shares.
The option is worthless if the underlying stock price does not rise above the strike price by the expiration date.
The holder is not obligated to buy the shares, but the call premium paid will be forfeited.
Selling Call Options: Risks and Profits
The process of selling call options entails writing a contract. The writer receives the premium fee. To put it another
way, the option writer—or seller—will receive the premium from the option buyer. The highest profit is the
premium received upon selling the option. A bearish investor sells a call option because he or she believes the
underlying stock price will fall or remain relatively close to the strike price over the option's life.
The option is worthless for the call buyer if the current market share price is at or below the strike price by
expiration. The option seller keeps the premium as profit. The option is not exercised because the option buyer
would not acquire the shares at a strike price higher than or equal to the current market price.
If the strike price is higher than the market share price at expiry, the option seller must sell the shares to an option
buyer at the lower strike price. Put another way, the seller must either sell shares from their portfolio or acquire the
stock at market price to sell the call option's buyer. The contract writer is out of pocket. The cost basis of the shares
they must use to cover the option order and any brokerage order charges, but minus any premium received,
determines the extent of the loss.



As you can see, the risk for call writers is far larger than the risk for call buyers. The call buyer loses only the
premium. Because the stock price may continue to rise, the writer is always at risk of suffering significant losses.
Buying Put Options: Risks and Gains
Put options are investments in which the buyer expects the underlying stock's market price to fall below the strike
price on or before the option's expiration date. The holder is free to sell shares at the indicated striking price per
share by the specified date without being required to do so.
Because put option buyers desire the stock price to decrease, the put option is profitable when the underlying stock's
price is below the strike price. If the current market price is less than the strike price at expiry, the investor can
exercise the put. They'll sell the stock at the option's higher strike price. They can replace their current holdings by
purchasing these shares on the open market.
The profit on this trade is the strike price less than the current market price, plus the premium and any brokerage
commission paid to place the orders. The result is multiplied by the number of option contracts purchased, then
multiplied by 100, assuming that each option contract represents 100 shares.
The value of holding a put option rises as the underlying stock price declines. When the stock price rises, however,
the value of a put option drops. Purchasing put options carries only the risk of losing the premium if the option
becomes worthless before expiration.
Selling Put Options: Risks and Profits
Selling put options is also known as writing a contract. A put option writer is positive on the stock because they
believe the underlying stock price will remain unchanged or rise over the option's life. The option buyer has the
power to demand that the seller acquire shares of the underlying asset at the strike price when the option expires.
The put option is worthless if the underlying stock's price closes above the strike price before the expiration date.
The premium allows the writer to make the greatest money. The option is not exercised because the option buyer
would not sell the stock at the lower strike price when the market price is higher.
The put option writer must acquire shares of the underlying stock at the strike price if the stock's market value falls
below the option strike price. The option buyer will execute the put option, in other words. The buyer will sell their
stock at the strike price, which is higher than the stock's current market value.
The put option writer risks a risk if the market price goes below the strike price. When the contract expires, the
seller is now committed to purchasing shares at the strike price. Depending on how much the stock has appreciated,
the put writer's loss can be substantial.
The put writer (seller) has two choices: holding the stock and hoping for a price increase above the purchase price,
or selling the shares and taking a loss. On the other hand, the premium collected more than makes up for any losses.
An investor may write put options with a strike price that reflects the price they believe is a good bargain and would
be willing to buy it. When the stock price falls, and the option buyer exercises their option, they receive the stock at
their desired price plus the option premium.
Pros
A call option buyer has the right to buy assets at a lower price than the market when the stock price rises.
The put option buyer might profit by selling a stock at the strike price when the market price is below the strike
price.
Option sellers receive a premium charge from the buyer for writing an option.
Cons
In a falling market, the put option seller may be forced to pay a higher strike price for the asset than they would
otherwise.
The danger is endless if the stock price rises rapidly and the call option writer is forced to buy shares at a high price.
Option buyers must pay the option writers a premium upfront.
In the Real World, This Is An Option
Assume Microsoft's (MFST) stock is now trading at $108 a share, and you feel it will rise in value. You decide to
buy a call option to profit from the rising stock price.
You buy one call option with a strike price of $115 for one month in the future for 37 cents per contact. The total
cost of the position is $37 (0.37 x 100 = $37), which includes fees and commissions.
Your option will be worth $1 if the price rises to $116 since you can execute it to acquire the shares for $115 and
immediately sell them for $116. Your profit would be 170.3 percent, significantly higher than the 7.4 percent
increase in the underlying stock price from $108 to $116 at expiration because you bought the option for 37 cents



and won $1.
In other words, because one option contract represents 100 shares, the profit in dollars would be $63 [($1 - 0.37) x
100 = $63].
If the price went below $100, your option would expire worthless, losing you $37 in premium. On the bright side,
you didn't buy 100 shares at $108, which would have resulted in a total loss of $800, or $8 per share. As you can
see, options can help you limit your downside risk.
Spreads of Options
Options spreads are risk-return strategies that use various buying and selling combinations to attain a specific risk-
return profile. Spreads are made up of vanilla options and can be used to profit from various scenarios, including
high- or low-volatility environments, up- or down-moves, and everything in between.
Spread techniques characterized by payment or visualizations of their profit-loss profile include bull call spreads
and iron condors.
Options are conditional derivative contracts that allow option holders to buy or sell a security at a predetermined
price. The sellers charge option buyers a "premium" in exchange for such a right. If market prices are unfavorable,
option holders will let the option expire worthless, guaranteeing that their losses do not exceed the premium. Option
sellers (option writers), on the other hand, take on more risk than option purchasers, which is why they want a
higher premium.
There are two types of options: "call" and "place." A call option gives the contract buyer the right to buy the
underlying asset at a fixed price in the future, known as the exercise price or strike price. A put option gives the
buyer the right to sell the underlying asset at a predetermined price in the future.
Why should you trade options instead of a direct asset?
Trading options have several advantages. The Chicago Board of Options Exchange (CBOE) is the world's largest
options exchange, including options on various individual equities, ETFs, and indexes. Traders can create option
strategies ranging from buying or selling a single option to more sophisticated ones involving many option positions
simultaneously.
For beginners, the following are some simple options strategies.
Buying Calls (Long Call)
This is the strategy of choice for traders who:

•       Are "bullish" or confident in a certain stock, ETF, or index and wish to keep risk to a minimum.
•       Want to take advantage of rising prices by using leverage

Options are leveraged securities, allowing traders to increase their profits by risking a lower amount of money than
would be required if they were trading the underlying asset. A stock option contract that controls 100 shares of the
underlying security is typical.
Let's say a trader wishes to put $5,000 into Apple (AAPL), which is now trading at $165 per share. He or she can
buy 30 shares for $4,950 with this amount. Assume that the stock price rises by 10% to $181.50 in the next month.
The trader's portfolio will rise to $5,445, ignoring any brokerage, commission, or transaction fees, for a net dollar
return of $495, or 10% on the money invested.
Let's say a call option on the stock with a $165 strike price expires in a month costs $5.50 per share or $550 per
contract. For $4,950, the trader can purchase nine options based on his or her available investment budget. The
trader is making a deal on 900 shares because the option contract controls 100 shares. The option will expire in the
money and be worth $16.50 per share ($181.50-$165 strike), or $14,850 on 900 shares if the stock price rises 10%
to $181.50 at expiration. When trading the underlying asset directly, that's a net dollar return of $9,990, or 200
percent on the capital invested. (See "Should an Investor Hold or Exercise an Option?" for further information.)
Risk/Reward: A long call trader's potential loss is limited to the premium paid. Because the option payoff will climb
in lockstep with the underlying asset price until expiration, there is potentially no limit to how high it can go.
Purchasing Puts (Long Put)
This is the strategy of choice for traders who:
Why Are you pessimistic about a certain company, ETF, or index but don't want to take on the danger of short-
selling.
• Want to take advantage of lower prices by using leverage
A put option works in the exact opposite way as a call option, with the put option increasing in value when the
underlying price declines. While short-selling allows a trader to profit from decreasing prices, the risk associated
with a short position is unbounded because there is no theoretical limit to how high a price can increase. If the



underlying climbs over the strike price of a put option, the option will simply expire worthlessly.
Risk/Reward: The maximum loss is restricted to the option premium paid. Because the underlying price cannot go
below zero, the maximum profit from the position is limited, but the put option, like a long call option, magnifies
the trader's return.
Covered Call
This is the recommended strategy for traders who expect the underlying's price to remain unchanged or increase
slightly.
• Are prepared to give up some upside potential for some downside protection.
A covered call strategy is to buy 100 shares of the underlying asset and sell a call option against those shares. When
a trader sells a call, the option's premium is collected, which lowers the cost basis of the shares and provides some
downside protection. By selling the option, the trader agrees to sell underlying shares at the option's strike price,
limiting the trader's upside potential.
Assume a trader purchases 1,000 shares of BP (BP) at $44 per share and simultaneously writes 10 call options (one
contract for every 100 shares) with a strike price of $46 expiring in one month for $0.25 per share, or $25 per
contract and $250 total for the ten contracts. The $0.25 premium lowers the shares' cost basis to $43.75; thus, any
decline in the underlying below this level will be compensated by the premium obtained from the option position,
providing little downside protection.
The short call option will be exercised (or "called away") if the stock price climbs above $46 before expiration,
requiring the trader to deliver the stock at the option's strike price. The trader will profit $2.25 per share ($46 strike
price - $43.75 cost basis) in this situation.
On the other hand, this example implies that the trader does not expect BP to go considerably over $46 or
significantly below $44 in the coming month. The trader will keep the premium free and clear if the shares do not
increase beyond $46 and are called away before the options expire, and he or she can continue selling calls against
the shares if he or she wishes.
Risk/Reward: If the stock price climbs over the strike price before expiration, the short call option can be exercised,
requiring the trader to deliver shares of the underlying at the strike price, even if it is below the market price. A
covered call strategy provides minimal downside protection in the form of premium earned when selling the call
option in return for this risk.
Protective Put
This is the recommended technique for traders who:
• Own the underlying asset and want to protect themselves against losses.
A protective put is a long put, similar to the technique we described earlier; however, the purpose is downside
protection rather than profiting from a downside move, as the name implies. A protective put can be purchased by a
trader who holds shares that he or she is bullish on in the long run but wants to safeguard against a short-term
downturn.
If the underlying price rises above the strike price of the put at maturity, the option expires worthless, and the trader
loses the premium but keeps the benefit of the higher underlying price. If the underlying price falls, the trader's
portfolio position loses value, but the gain from the put option position more than compensates for the loss. As a
result, the position can be considered an insurance strategy.
The trader might lower the strike price below the current price to save money on premiums while reducing
downside protection. This is similar to deductible insurance. Let's say an investor buys 1,000 Coca-Cola (KO)
shares at $44 each and wants to safeguard his or her investment against price fluctuations over the next two months.

June 2018 options Premium

$44 put $1.23

$42 put $0.47

$40 put $0.20

The table indicates that the cost of protection rises as the number of protection rises. For example, a trader can buy



10 at-the-money put options at a strike price of $44 for $1.23 per share, or $123 per contract, for a total cost of
$1,230. If the trader is willing to accept some downside risk, he or she can choose less expensive out-of-the-money
options like a $40 put. The cost of the option position will be substantially cheaper in this situation, at only $200.
Risk/Reward: The possible loss will be limited to the option premium paid as insurance if the underlying price stays
the same or grows. However, suppose the underlying's price falls. In that case, the capital loss will be compensated
by an increase in the option's price, which will be restricted to the difference between the initial stock price and the
strike price plus the premium paid for the option. The loss is limited to $4.20 per share ($44 - $40 + $0.20) in the
example above at the strike price of $40.
Alternative Strategies
These tactics are more complicated than simply buying calls or puts, but they are designed to help you better
manage the risk of options trading:

•       Buy-write or covered call strategy: Stocks are purchased, and the investor sells call options on the same
stock. The number of shares you acquired and the number of call options contracts you sold should be the
same.

•       Married Put Strategy: An investor buys put options for an equal number of shares after purchasing a stock.
The married put functions as a short-term loss insurance policy for a fixed strike price for call options.
You'll sell the same quantity of call options with a higher strike price at the same time.

•       Protective Collar Strategy: An investor buys an out-of-the-money put option and simultaneously sells an out-
of-the-money call option on the same stock.

•       Long Straddle Strategy: An investor simultaneously purchases a call and a put option. The strike price and
expiration date for each option should be the same.

•       Long Strangle Strategy: An investor simultaneously purchases an out-of-the-money call option and a put
option. They both have the same expiration date, but their strike prices are different. The strike price for
the put should be lower than the call strike price.

Options provide investors with different ways of profiting from underlying securities trading. Different
combinations of underlying assets, options, and other derivatives are used in various strategies. Buying calls, selling
covered calls,  buying puts,  and buying protective puts are basic techniques for novices. Trading options rather than
underlying assets have advantages, such as downside protection and leveraged gains. Still, it also has some
drawbacks, such as the obligation to pay a premium upfront. Choosing a broker is the first step in trading options.
The Basics of Buying and Selling Options
When considering a trade-in buying and selling stock options, decisions must be made about the ideal method.
Bullish investors can purchase a call or sell a put, while bearish investors can buy a put or sell a call.
There are many reasons to adopt one of the various techniques, but "options are designed to be sold," as the saying
goes. This article will explain why options favor the seller, estimate the likelihood of success when selling an
option, and the risks involved.

•       Selling options can assist produce cash because the option premium is paid upfront and the option expires
worthless.

•       Option sellers benefit as time passes and the option's value decreases; this allows the seller to book a lower-
priced offset trade.

•       On the other hand, selling options might be risky if the market moves against you and you don't have an exit
strategy or a hedge in place.

Time Value, Intrinsic Value, and Time Decay
To recap, a call option offers the option buyer the right, but not the responsibility, to buy the underlying stock at the
strike price of the option contract. The striking price is simply the price at which the option contract is converted
into stock. The buyer of a put option has the right, but not the responsibility, to sell the stock at the option's strike
price. Every option has an expiration date, also known as an expiry date.
The value of an option contract and whether it will be profitable by the time it expires are determined by several
factors. The current price of the underlying stock about the options strike price, and the remaining time to expiration
are important factors in evaluating the value of an option.
Intrinsic Value
The intrinsic and time value of an option make up its value. The difference between the strike price and the stock's
market price is intrinsic value. The intrinsic value is based on the stock's movement and functions similarly to a
home equity line of credit.
If an option is exceptionally profitable, it is said to be deeper in-the-money (ITM), which means it has a higher
intrinsic value. The intrinsic value decreases as it goes out of the money (OTM). Out-of-the-money options have



lower premiums than in-the-money options.
The upfront cost charged to an option buyer is known as an option premium. A premium will be paid for an option
with inherent worth rather than one that does not.
Time Value
When compared to an option that is about to expire, an option with more time to expiration has a larger premium
associated with it. Options with more time till expiration have more value since there is a greater chance of intrinsic
value by the time they expire. Time value is the monetary value incorporated in the premium for the remaining time
on an options contract.
In other words, the intrinsic value of an option and the time value associated with the option make up most of the
premium. Time value is also known as extrinsic value because of this.
Time Decay
As the option approaches its expiration date, the time value decreases since an option buyer has less time to make a
profit. Because there is minimal possibility of the option being in the money or having inherent value, an investor
would not pay a large premium for an option close to expiring.
Time decay is the process of an option's premium decreasing in value as the expiration date approaches. The rate of
fall in the value of an option's premium owing to the passage of time is known as time decay. As the time to expiry
approaches, time decay accelerates.
Option sellers benefit from higher premiums. After the option seller has initiated the deal and received the premium,
they usually want the option to expire worthless to keep the premium.
Put another way, and the option seller normally does not want the option exercised or redeemed. Instead, they only
want the income generated by the option without selling or buying shares of the underlying security.
How Option Sellers Benefit
As a result, time decay, or the rate at which an option becomes worthless, works in the option seller's favor. Option
sellers track the rate at which the time value of an option decreases as time passes–a process known as time decay.
This metric is known as Theta, and it is essentially the amount by which the value of an option declines every day.
It is often expressed as a negative number.
Selling options is a positive theta trade, which means that the position will make more money as time passes.
The buyer of an option anticipates the stock to move in a specific direction and wants to profit from it. This person,
on the other hand, must pay both intrinsic and extrinsic value (time value) to profit from the exchange. 4 Because
Theta is negative, an option buyer can lose money if the stock remains unchanged or, perhaps more annoyingly, if
the stock moves slowly in the right direction but are countered by time decay.
Time decay, on the other hand, works well in the option seller's favor because it not only decays a little each
business day, but it also works on weekends and holidays. For patient sellers, it's a slow-moving moneymaker.
Remember that the premium was already paid to the option seller on the first day of the trade. As a result, option
sellers benefit from a fall in the value of an option contract. The seller can close out their position with an offsetting
trade by buying back the option at a significantly lower premium as the option's premium falls.
Volatility Risks and Rewards
Option sellers want the stock price to stay within a narrow range or move in their favor. As a result, an option seller
must know the stock's predicted volatility or the rate at which prices fluctuate. Implied volatility is a measure that
represents the market's overall expectation of volatility.
It's also crucial for an option seller to keep track of variations in implied volatility. Implied volatility predicts how
much a stock's price might move in the future. The premium or cost of the option will be higher if the stock has
high implied volatility.
Implied Volatility
The implied volatility of options contracts, also known as Vega, rises and falls in response to supply and demand.
Option sellers will be enticed to take the other side of each trade by an influx of option buyers inflating the contract
premium. Extrinsic value includes Vega, which can swiftly raise or deflate the premium.
Probability of Success
Option purchasers use the delta of an option contract to calculate how much the option contract will grow in value if
the underlying stock moves in their favor. The rate of change in the value of an option compared to the rate of
change in the underlying stock is measured by delta.
Option sellers, on the other hand, utilize delta to predict success. A delta of 1.0 indicates that an option will move



dollar for dollar with the underlying stock, whereas a delta of.50 indicates that the option will move 50 cents on the
dollar with the underlying stock.
A delta of 1.0, according to an option seller, means the option has a 100 percent chance of being in the money by
expiration. In contrast, a delta of 50 suggests the option has a 50 percent chance of being in the money by
expiration.
When selling an option without the risk of being assigned if the contract is exercised, the further out of the money it
is, the more likely it is to succeed.
Option sellers must eventually weigh the importance of a chance of success against the premium they will receive
from selling the option.
Worst-Case Scenarios
Many investors are hesitant to sell options because they are concerned about the worst-case situation. Even if the
chances of such events occurring are minimal, it is crucial to be aware that they exist.
To begin with, selling a call option carries the speculative risk of the stock skyrocketing.
While this is doubtful, there is no upside protection to stop the loss if the stock recovers higher. Call sellers will
need to decide whether or not to buy back an option contract if the stock rises, or they can use any number of multi-
leg option spread tactics to protect themselves against losses.
On the other hand, selling puts is essentially the same as selling a covered call.
When selling a put, keep in mind that the risk is that the stock will fall in value. Put another way, the put seller
obtains the premium and is compelled to buy the stock if its price falls below the striking price of the put.
The put seller's risk is that the option will be exercised, and the stock price will fall to zero. However, since a stock
may only go to zero and the seller keeps the premium as a consolation prize, there isn't an endless amount of risk.
It's the same when it comes to owning a covered call. The price could fall to zero, and the investor would lose all of
his or her investment in the stock, leaving just the call premium. Selling puts, like selling calls, can be safeguarded
by setting a price at which you can choose to buy back the put if the stock falls or hedge the position with a multi-
leg option spread if the stock falls.
Selling options might not be as exciting as buying them, and it's unlikely to be a "home run" strategy. It's more like
hitting a string of singles. Just remember that if you hit enough singles, you'll still be able to get around the bases,
and the score will remain the same.



Chapter 2: THE IMPACT OF IMPLIED VOLATILITY
OPTIONS PRICING?
Options are derivative contracts that allow the buyer the right, but not the duty, to purchase or sell the underlying
asset at a mutually agreed-upon price on or before a specific future date at a mutually agreed-upon price. For
various reasons, trading these instruments can be quite beneficial to traders. First, there's the assurance of low risk
and the benefit of leverage. Second, during periods of market volatility, options protect an investor's assets.
The most crucial thing for an investor to grasp is how options are priced and affected by various factors such as
implied volatility. The price per share at which an option is traded is option pricing. Although the option holder is
not compelled to execute the option, the seller must acquire or sell the underlying item if the option is exercised.
Learn more about options and how the market's volatility and implied volatility function.

•       Several factors, including implied volatility, influence option pricing, or the amount per share at which an
option is traded.

•       Implied volatility estimates an asset's price as it trades in real-time.
•       When options markets are in decline, implied volatility tends to rise.
•       When the options market is trending upward, implied volatility decreases.
•       Higher implied volatility indicates a higher possibility of option price movement.

Options
Options are financial derivatives that constitute a contract between a seller (the option writer) and a buyer (the
option holder). With a call or put option, the holder of an option has the opportunity to buy or sell a financial asset.
This is done at a certain price on a predetermined day or within a predetermined time frame. Call option holders
attempt to profit from an increase in the underlying asset price, while put option holders profit from a decrease in
the price.
Options are adaptable and can be employed in a variety of situations. While some traders employ options only for
speculative purposes, others, such as hedge fund managers, use options to mitigate the risks of holding assets.
Options Pricing
The price of an option, commonly known as the premium, is calculated per share. The seller pays the premium,
granting the buyer the option's right. The buyer pays the premium to the seller, who then chooses to exercise it or let
it expire worthless. Even if the option is not exercised, the buyer pays the premium; therefore, the seller keeps the
premium in any case.
Consider the following scenario. A buyer might pay a seller $60 for the right to acquire 100 shares of Company X's
stock on or before May 19 at a strike price of $60. The buyer will elect to exercise the option if the situation
becomes profitable. If it does not become profitable, on the other hand, the buyer will let the option lapse, and the
seller will keep the premium.
The intrinsic and temporal values are two aspects of the option premium.
The difference between the underlying asset's price and the strike price is called intrinsic value. The latter is the
portion of the option's premium in the money. The intrinsic value of a call option equals the underlying price, less
the strike price. The intrinsic value of a put option, on the other hand, is the strike price less the underlying price.
On the other hand, the time value is the portion of the premium attributable to the remaining time before the option
contract expires. The premium minus the intrinsic value equals the time value.
Many factors influence the price, including volatility, which we'll discuss further down.
The underlying price, strike price, period till expiration, interest rates, and dividends are all elements that influence
option pricing.
Implied Volatility
In the context of the options market, volatility refers to changes in the underlying asset's market price. It's a gauge
that measures how quickly and how much underlying asset prices shift. Investors aware of volatility can better
understand why option prices behave the way they do.
Option prices are affected by two types of volatility. Implied volatility is a notion unique to options that refer to
market participants' predictions of how far underlying securities will move in the future. Implied volatility estimates
an asset's price as it trades in real-time. Using algorithms that assess option market expectations reveals an option's
underlying asset's projected volatility over the option's lifetime.
In general, implied volatility rises when options markets are in decline. On the other hand, market uptrends



frequently result in lower implied volatility. Higher implied volatility implies that future option price movement
will be more significant.
Historic volatility, often known as statistical volatility, is another type of volatility that influences options. This
metric indicates the rate at which the prices of underlying assets vary over time. Historical volatility is frequently
computed annually, but it can also be calculated daily and for shorter periods because it is continually changing.
Investors must understand how an option's historical volatility is assessed over time. In general, a higher percentage
of historical volatility corresponds to a higher option value.
Option Skew
Option skew is another factor to consider when pricing options, especially in more unpredictable markets. Option
skew is a sophisticated subject, but the basic premise is that options with different strike prices and expiration dates
trade at varying implied volatilities. However, the quantity of volatility is uniform. Rather, higher levels of volatility
are more likely to occur at specific strike prices or expiration dates.
Every option has a volatility risk associated with it, and the volatility risk profiles of different options can differ
considerably. Traders may hedge one option against another to reduce the risk of volatility.



Chapter 3: UNDERSTANDING HOW OPTIONS ARE
PRICED
You might have beaten the market by trading stocks with a disciplined strategy in the hopes of catching a good
move up or down. Many traders have gained confidence in their ability to profit in the stock market by selecting
one or two good stocks poised to make a significant rise shortly. However, if you don't know how to capitalize on
this trend, you may find yourself left behind. If this describes you, it may be time to investigate using alternatives.
This post will go through what you should think about if you want to trade options to profit from stock swings.
Options contracts offer the holder the right, but not the responsibility, to buy (in the case of a call) or sell (in the
case of a put) an underlying asset or security at a predetermined price (called the striking price) before the contract
expires. That right comes at a cost, known as the option's premium. Understanding how to evaluate that premium is
critical for options traders, as it is based on the likelihood that the right to purchase or sell will be profitable at
expiration.

•       Mathematical models such as the Black-Scholes or Binomial pricing models can price options contracts.
•       The price of an option is essentially made up of two parts: intrinsic value and temporal value.
•       Intrinsic value is a metric for determining the profitability of an option based on the strike price vs. the

market price of the stock.
•       Time value is determined by the projected volatility of the underlying asset and the remaining time until the

option expires.
Option Pricing Models
Investors should have a strong understanding of the factors that determine the value of an option before diving into
the world of options trading. The present stock price, intrinsic value, time to expiration or time value, volatility,
interest rates, and cash dividends paid are all examples of these.
These characteristics are used in numerous options pricing models to calculate the fair market value of an option.
The Black-Scholes model is the most well-known of them.  Options are similar to other investments in that you
must understand what affects their pricing to use them effectively. Other models, such as the binomial and trinomial
models, are often utilized.
Let's start with the most important factors influencing an option's pricing: the current stock price, intrinsic value,
time to expiration or time value, and volatility. The current stock price is simple to understand. The price of the
option is directly affected by the stock price, though not in the same way. The more a stock's price climbs, the more
probable a call option's price will rise, and a put option's price would fall. If the stock price falls, the price of the
calls and puts will most certainly fall as well.
The Black-Scholes Formula
Perhaps the most well-known options pricing strategy is the Black Scholes model. The model's formula is generated
by multiplying the stock price by the cumulative standard normal probability distribution function. The strike price's
net present value (NPV) multiplied by the cumulative standard normal distribution is then subtracted from the
preceding result.



The Black-Scholes formula comprises differential equations, which can be hard and daunting math. You don't even
need to study or comprehend arithmetic to employ Black-Scholes modeling in your strategy. Options traders and
investors can use a variety of online options calculators, and many trading platforms now feature extensive options
analysis tools, such as indicators and spreadsheets that conduct the calculations and output the options pricing
values.
The sections below will look into the intrinsic vs. extrinsic (time) value of options prices.
Understanding Option Pricing
Intrinsic Value
Intrinsic value is the amount of money that each given option would be worth if exercised right now. In simple
terms, the intrinsic value of an option is the difference between the strike price and the market price of the
underlying asset. The option is said to be out-of-the-money if the option's strike price is not profitable compared to
the stock price. At-the-money options have a strike price equal to the underlying stock's market price.
Although intrinsic value considers the relationship between the strike price and the stock's market price, it ignores
how much (or how little) time is left until the option's expiration, also known as the expiry. The premium or value
of an option is influenced by the length of time left on it, as we'll see in the next section. To put it another way,
intrinsic value is the portion of an option's price that hasn't been lost or influenced by the passage of time.
The Formula and Calculation of Intrinsic Value
The equations for calculating a call or put option's intrinsic value are as follows:

The effective financial advantage resulting from the immediate exercising of an option is reflected in the intrinsic
value of that option. It is, in essence, the option's minimal value. There is no intrinsic value in options that trade in
the money or out of the money.



Intrinsic Value as an Example
Let's imagine General Electric's (GE) stock is currently trading at $34.80. The intrinsic value of the GE 30 call
option is $4.80 ($34.80 - $30 = $4.80) because the option holder can exercise the option to buy GE shares for $30
and then automatically sell them in the market for $34.80, making a $4.80 profit.
Because the intrinsic value of a call option cannot be negative, the GE 35 call option would have an intrinsic value
of zero ($34.80 - $35 = -$0.20). A put option's intrinsic value works in the same way. Because the intrinsic value
cannot be negative, a GE 30 put option would have an intrinsic value of zero ($30 - $34.80 = -$4.80). A GE 35 put
option, on the other hand, would have an intrinsic value of $0.20 ($35 - $34.80 = $0.20).

Time Value
Because options contracts have a certain period before they expire, the remaining time has a monetary value, known
as time value. It is directly tied to the amount of time an option has until it expires, as well as the stock's volatility or
price movements.
The longer an option has until it expires, the more likely it will expire in the money. The value of an option's time
component depreciates exponentially with time. The temporal value of an option is calculated using a complicated
calculation. An option will typically lose one-third of its value in the first half of its life and two-thirds in the second
half. This is a crucial subject for securities investors to understand since the closer an option goes to its expiration
date, the greater movement in the underlying security is required to affect the option's price.
The Time Value Formula and Calculation
The time value of an option is calculated by deducting the premium from the option's intrinsic value, as shown in
the formula below.

In other words, after computing the profitability between the strike price and the stock's market price, the time value
is what's left of the premium. As a result, time value is frequently referred to as an option's extrinsic value, as it is
the amount by which an option's price surpasses its intrinsic value.
The option seller's risk premium is required to allow the option buyer to buy or sell the stock until the option
expires, known as time value. It's similar to an option's insurance premium; the bigger the risk, the higher the cost
of purchasing the option.
Time Value Example
Returning to the previous example, if GE is trading at $34.80 and the one-month-to-expiration GE 30 call option is
trading at $5, the option's time value is $0.20 ($5.00 - $4.80 = $0.20).
Meanwhile, with GE at $34.80, the time value of a GE 30 call option selling at $6.85 with nine months to expiration
is $2.05. $6.85 minus $4.80 equals $2.05. The intrinsic value is the same; the time value is the difference in the
price of the identical strike price option.
Volatility
The time value of an option is also heavily influenced by the market's expectations for the stock's volatility leading
up to expiration. Stocks with a high level of volatility have a better chance of being successful or in the money at
expiration. As a result, the time value—a component of the option's premium—is usually larger to account for the
increased risk that the stock's price may rise beyond the strike price and expire in the money. The option's time
value will be low for stocks that aren't predicted to move much.
Beta is one of the indicators used to assess how volatile a stock is. Compared to the general market, beta measures
how volatile a stock is. Because the stock price before the option expires is unpredictable, volatile stocks tend to
have high betas. On the other hand, high beta stocks are riskier than low beta equities. Put another way, volatility is
a two-edged sword: it can provide substantial gains for investors, resulting in significant losses.



Volatility's impact is largely subjective and difficult to quantify. Fortunately, there are various calculators available
to assist in estimating volatility. To add to the intrigue, there are various types of volatility; the most well-known
are implied and historical volatility. Historical volatility or statistical volatility are terms used by investors to
describe volatility in the past.
Historical Volatility
Historical volatility (HV) is a tool that can be used to estimate the magnitude of a stock's future swings. According
to statistics, two-thirds of all stock price occurrences occur within one standard deviation of the stock's move over a
given period. Historical volatility shows how volatile the market has been over time. This aids option traders in
determining which exercise price is most suited for a given strategy.
Implied Volatility

Implied volatility is a term that refers to the volatility implied by current market prices and is utilized in theoretical
models. It assists options players in determining the current price of an existing option and assessing the potential of
a transaction. Implied volatility is a metric that options traders use to predict future volatility. As a result, implied
volatility serves as a gauge of the market's present mood. The price of the options will reflect this emotion, allowing
traders to predict future volatility of the option and the stock based on current option pricing.

Examples of How Options Are Priced

The GE example mentioned earlier is shown below. It displays GE's current trading price, numerous strike prices,
as well as the intrinsic and time values for call and put options. General Electric was deemed a low-volatility stock
at writing, with a beta of 0.49 for this sample.

The cost for calls and puts that expire in one month is shown below (top section of the table). The prices for GE
options that expire in nine months can be found in the bottom section.

The pricing for Amazon.com Inc. stock calls and puts expiring in one month and nine months is shown in the chart
below (AMZN). With a beta of 3.47, Amazon is a far more volatile stock.

Compare the GE 35 call option with a nine-month expiration to the AMZN 40 call option.
•       GE's nine-month option is only $0.20 away from being in the money ($35 strike - $34.80 stock price).
•       On the other hand, AMZN has to go up to $1.30 before its nine-month option ($40 strike - $38.70 stock

price) is in the money.
•       These options have a time value of $3.70 for GE and $7.50 for AMZN.

The big premium on the AMZN option is due to the volatile nature of the AMZN stock, which may increase the
chances of the option expiring in the money.
Because buyers do not expect the stock price to rise considerably, an option seller of GE will not expect to receive a
considerable premium.
On the one hand, because of the volatile nature of the AMZN stock, the seller of an AMZN option can anticipate
obtaining a bigger premium. The time value of an option increases when the market feels a stock will be extremely
volatile. When the market feels a stock will be less volatile, however, the option's time value decreases. The
market's anticipation of a stock's future volatility is crucial to pricing options.



What's the point of trading options?
Investors utilize options for various reasons, but the following are the key benefits:

•       Purchasing an option needs a lesser initial investment than purchasing a stock.
•       An option allows an investor to wait and observe how things unfold.
•       An option shields investors from downside risk by securing a price without requiring them to purchase.

A "call" option offers you the opportunity to purchase shares at a defined price later if you have your eye on a firm
and feel the stock price will climb. If your prediction comes true, you'll be able to purchase the stock at a lower
price than it's now trading for on the open market. Your financial losses will be restricted to the contract's purchase
price if it doesn't.
You can also reduce your risk exposure on existing stock positions. Let's imagine holding stock in a corporation and
being concerned that short-term volatility would wipe out your gains. You can buy a "put" option to protect yourself
against losses, which provides you the right to sell a specific number of shares at a predetermined price. If the stock
price falls, the option restricts your losses, and the proceeds from the sale offset some of the financial losses.
How to Pick a Broker for Options Trading
Here's a step-by-step guide to finding a broker who can meet your options trading demands in terms of service and
account features.
1. Seek out a free educational opportunity.
If you're new to options trading or wish to extend your trading tactics, you'll need to select a broker with
educational materials. This education can take numerous forms, such as:

•       Options trading training on the internet.
•       Webinars, both live and recorded.
•       Online or over the one-on-one phone assistance.
•       Face-to-face meetings with a larger broker with locations around the United States.

It's a good idea to slip into student mode for a while and suck up as much information and advice as possible. Even
better, if a broker offers a simulated version of its options trading platform, use a paper trading account to run
through the procedure before risking any real money.
2. Put the client service of your broker to the test.
Dependable customer service should be a top priority, particularly for newer options traders. It's also crucial for
those transferring brokers or undertaking sophisticated trades that require assistance.
Consider your preferred method of communication. Is it possible to have a live online chat? Email? Is it possible to
get help by phone? Is there a dedicated trading desk available at the broker? What are the staffing hours? Is
technical help available 24 hours a day, seven days a week, or only on weekdays? What about representatives who
can answer your account-related questions?
Reach out and ask questions before applying for an account to determine if the answers and response time are
satisfactory.
3. Ensure that the trading platform is simple to use.
Platforms for trading options exist in a variety of sizes and designs. They can be web- or software-based, feature
distinct platforms for basic and advanced trading, offer full or partial mobile capability, or a combination of those
mentioned above.
Look for a guided tour of a broker's platform and tools on its website. Screenshots and video lessons are helpful, but
testing out a broker's simulated trading platform, if one exists, will give you the best feel of whether or not the
broker is a suitable fit.

Consider the following:
•       Is the platform design user-friendly, or do you have to dig for what you're looking for?
•       Is it simple to place a trade?
•       Can the platform perform what you need it to do, such as create alerts based on specific criteria or allow you

to fill out a trade ticket ahead of time and submit it later?
•       Will you require full access to the platform's services when you're on the go, or will a trimmed-down version

suffice?
•       How trustworthy is the website, and how quickly are orders fulfilled? This is a top consideration if your

approach entails fast entering and departing positions.
•       Does the broker charge a platform fee on a monthly or annual basis? If that's the case, are there any ways to

avoid paying the fee, such as maintaining a certain account balance or making a certain number of trades in



a given time frame?
4. Evaluate the data and tools in terms of their breadth, depth, and cost.
The lifeblood of an options trader is data and study. The following are some of the most important things to look
for:

•       A quote feed that is updated regularly.
•       Basic charting to aid in the selection of entrance and exit positions.
•       The ability to assess the risks and rewards (maximum upside and maximum downside).
•       Tools for screening.

Deeper analytical and trade modeling capabilities, such as configurable screeners, the capacity to design, test, track,
and back-test trading strategies, and real-time market data from numerous providers, may require those pursuing
more complex trading methods.
Check to check if the deluxe items are extra. Many brokers, for example, offer free delayed quotes that are 20
minutes behind market data but charge a premium for real-time quotes. Similarly, some pro-level tools may be
restricted to users who fulfill certain trading activities or account balance minimums monthly or quarterly.
5. Don't put too much emphasis on the cost of commissions.
There's a reason why commission fees are at the bottom of our list. Price isn't everything, and it isn't nearly as
significant as the other factors we've discussed. However, because commissions allow for a straightforward side-by-
side comparison, they are frequently the first considerations when choosing an options broker.
There are a few things to keep in mind when it comes to how much brokers charge to trade options:

•       The base rate is virtually the same as the trading charge that investors pay when they buy a stock — and the
per-contract cost is the two components of an options-trading commission. Commissions have dropped
dramatically in recent years; many brokers now offer no commissions, and contract fees range from $.50 to
$1 per contract.

•       Some brokers charge a single flat fee that includes the trading commission and the per-contract fee.
•       Some brokers will give you a discount on commissions or contract costs if you trade frequently, have a high

volume of trades, or have a high average account balance. The term "high volume" or "active trader" is
defined differently by each brokerage.

If you're new to options trading or just use the approach occasionally, you could be better off going with a broker
that charges a single flat rate or no commission (you won't be able to avoid the per-contract price). Consider
whether a tiered pricing plan will save you money if you're a more active trader.



THE OPTION STRATEGY
LONG CALL OPTION STRATEGY
Long call options allow a trader to wager on whether the underlying stock will increase in value or remain above a
strike price. This is one of two bull option contracts; the other is selling put options. Long call options allow traders
to benefit without taking on all of the risks of owning a stock outright. Because calls are less expensive than stocks,
traders can leverage more shares than they could if they only traded stocks.
When buying out-of-the-money short-term calls, a trader should use caution. They may be appealing to beginning
traders because they are inexpensive to purchase, but they frequently are a losing venture. Remember that the life of
a call option is limited since there is a chance that the stock will not rise beyond the strike price in time to profit,
and the option will decay until it is worthless.
The holder of a call option does not begin to reduce their cost until the stock price reaches the strike price, which is
indicated by point A in the chart above. Once the stock trades over the strike price by an amount equivalent to the
premium they paid for the call, they begin to profit.
How Do a Long Call Options Work?
An investor who purchases a call option has the opportunity to acquire stock at the strike price until the option
contract expires. In most circumstances, one call option contract entitles the holder to purchase 100 shares of stock.
Call options, like stocks, rise in value as the value of the underlying asset rises. The call option holder has two
options: exercise the contract and accept the shares or sell the call option before it expires.
To buy a call option, the buyer must pay a premium, which is the cost of the right to purchase the stock at a
predetermined price. Unlike stocks, which can continue to fall in value, accruing losses for the investor, a call
option buyer can only lose the premium they paid, regardless of how far the stock dips.
If the stock price on expiration is higher than the strike price, the profit/loss is computed by subtracting the stock
price from the strike price, and the premium paid, multiplying by the number of controlled shares.
Profit/Loss
Net Premium Paid + Maximum Loss
The maximum profit from a long call strategy is limitless because the stock can continue to rise in value.
Breakeven
A long call option's breakeven point is derived by subtracting the premium from the strike price.
The breakeven point is $112.00 if a stock is trading at $100 and an investor wishes to buy a 110-strike price call for
$2.0.
Example
An investor can buy a $100 strike price call option for only $10 if XYZ is trading at $100 per share. The investor
will spend $1000 for this option because one contract controls 100 shares. ($10 multiplied by 100 = $1000)
If the investor wishes to profit from this trade, he or she must bet that the underlying stock will raise over $100 by
at least $10. The investor will receive a $100 gain for every dollar the stock goes above the strike price (after the
initial $10), and this option can be a major moneymaker if the company continues to trend higher.
If, on the other hand, the stock continues at $100 a share, as represented by point A on the graph, or falls below the
strike price, the option would expire worthless, resulting in a $10 loss for the investor, or a complete loss of their
investment.
The long call is an investment strategy that allows investors to bet on the stock's rise. If the investor is mistaken,
they must bear the loss of the entire premium. A trader can earn far more money by buying calls than by owning
stocks, but the danger of losing money is also significantly larger.

LONG PUT OPTION STRATEGY
Long put options trading gives a person the right to sell an underlying stock at a predetermined price, point A, as
shown on the graph. An investor who buys a put option is betting that the stock will fall below the strike price
before the expiration date. Using a put instead of shorting the stock decreases the investor's risk because they can
only lose the cost of the put, but shorting the stock carries unlimited risk.



The long put option will expire worthless if the stock increases and the holder will simply lose the cost of the
option. Similarly, if an investor shorts the stock, he or she will continue to lose money as the stock rises in value.
Investors must use caution when acquiring puts, especially in the short term. When an investor buys a large number
of put contracts, his or her risk grows. This is due to the possibility that the options would expire worthless, causing
the investor to lose their whole investment.
When Should You Purchase Put Options?
Put option contracts can be purchased for various reasons, including speculative motives, in which the investor
believes a stock's price will fall. A long put, also known as a protective put, can be used as a hedge against already-
owned shares to protect an asset from a rapid drop in value.
If a previously held stock suddenly drops in value, owning a put option will grow in value, offsetting the stock's
losses.
Shorting a Stock vs. Buying a Put
Shorting the stock and purchasing put option contracts are the most popular tactics for investors who want to take a
bearish position in the stock.
Shorting a stock is a dangerous venture because a stock's price might climb indefinitely, resulting in endless risk.
Buying a put is a risk-limited alternative bearish approach because an investor may only lose the trade cost. These
tactics have limited profit potential and gain value as the stock decreases in value, but a stock can only go to zero.
On the other hand, buying a put option is a strategy to profit from a stock's downward trend while limiting risk to
the premium paid for the options contract.
Profit/Loss
Maximum Loss = Net Premium Paid
A long put strategy's maximum profit is limitless because the stock can continue to decline, accumulating more and
more value, at least until it approaches zero.
Breakeven
A long put option's breakeven point is determined by subtracting the premium from the strike price.
If a stock is trading at $100 and an investor wishes to purchase a $2.0 90-strike price put, the breakeven point is
$88.00.
Example
If stock XYZ is trading at $100 and the investor believes it will fall, he can buy a $2 90-strike price put option.
They will make $5 on the 90 puts if the price drops to $85, but because they spent $2 for the option, their net gain
will be $3.
They will lose their $2 investment if the stock continues to trade up or never trades down below $90.
The long put is an investment strategy that allows investors to bet on the stock's decline. If the investor is mistaken,
they must bear the loss of the entire premium. When the underlying price falls, traders who possess put earn
significantly more than those who sell short. The dangers associated with short-selling are unbounded because the
stock price can climb indefinitely.



SHORT CALL OPTION STRATEGY
Short call option strategies, often known as uncovered or naked calls, entail selling a call without owning the
underlying stock. Newcomers should avoid short-call options since they are a high-risk strategy with limited profits.
Advanced traders employ a short call to profit from one-of-a-kind scenarios that are compensated for taking on risk.
Let's look at the short-call option strategy in greater detail.

Investors initiate the short call strategy when the underlying asset's forecast is bearish to neutral. If the buyer of the
short call exercises the option after making the transaction, the trader is obligated to sell the stock at the strike price.
This is not to be confused with a short put option, which obligates the seller to purchase the stock at the strike price.
As seen in the chart above, once the stock swings past strike price A, the trader begins to lose money. They begin to
lose money when the strike price exceeds the premium obtained.
It's in the investor's best interests if the call option has no value at expiration and consequently expires worthless
with this method. Wait until the strike price is one standard deviation out of the money before implementing this
option strategy (the stock price is lower than the strike price). On the other hand, the strike price might hurt the
premium paid; the greater the risk, the greater the gain.
When trading a short call, the trader wants the implied volatility (IV) to fall, which will lower the price of the
options they're short. The transaction will cost less to buy back if the investor closes the position before expiration.
Similarly, as the time to expiration approaches, the call option's value decreases, allowing the investor to close the
position for less.
When to Execute a Short Call
A trader can use one of two options techniques to make a bearish wager on the market: the short call or the long
call. The other alternative is to purchase put option contracts. In exchange for a premium, the seller of a call option
wagers that the stock will not rise above a certain price (strike price) before the option expires. When a stock has
previously had a significant run to the upside, especially over a short period, and technical indicators like the RSI or
Percent-R signal that it's overbought, this type of bear market trade is common.
The trader commits to the option's buyer by selling a short call, ensuring that the stock will be delivered to the call
option's buyer if the stock rises over the strike price. If the stock price remains below the strike price, the holder of a
short call option keeps the entire premium as profit. If the stock price rises above the strike price, the long call
holder will exercise the option, forcing the short call holder to buy the shares at the current market price and deliver
it to them at the lower price.
Selling upside call options for additional income, also known as a covered call, is typical among investors who
already own stock. If the stock price rises, the investor simply hands over the shares already in their possession.
Profit/Loss
Maximum Profit = Net Premium Received
A short-call strategy's maximum loss is limitless because the stock can continue to rise indefinitely.
Breakeven
The premium is added to the strike price to determine the breakeven point on a short call option.
The breakeven point is $112.00 if a stock is trading at $100 and an investor wishes to sell a 110-strike price call for
$2.00.



Example
If the stock XYZ is selling at $100 and the investor wishes to sell a call option with a strike price of 110, they can
get a $2 premium. If the stock rises to $115, they will be required to buy it at $115 and then give it to the call buyer
for $110, incurring a $5 loss in the process. However, the option seller's net loss is $3 because they received $2
when they sold the call.
The trader keeps the $2 premium as profit if the stock trades lower or never reaches $110.
When markets are overbought, the short call option is good for experienced investors who wish to profit from
selling volatility. The premium received depreciates over time, allowing investors to keep the entire premium or
repurchase it at a cheaper price later. New traders should not use this method because it is way too risky. After all,
the maximum loss is unlimited.
Investors sometimes offer call index options in addition to individual stocks. The fact that index options are less
volatile than individual stocks is one of the reasons for trading them.
Due to the unlimited risk involved if the stock continues to rise, the potential for profit with this strategy is low.
Traders prefer selling calls because they have a higher chance of profiting if the option is far from the money and
the trade is executed correctly.
If an investor expects a stock to fall in price, they should consider a bear call spread as an alternative. This allows
the investor to benefit by selling premiums recovering their losses if their analysis is incorrect.

SHORT PUT OPTION STRATEGY
The investor wagering on the stock rises or stays flat until the option expires with a short put option strategy. If the
put option expires worthless and out of the money (above the strike price), the trader keeps the entire premium,
representing the trade's maximum profit. Selling a put option is one of two bull market tactics, the other being a
long call option for single options trading.
If the buyer wants to exercise the contract, the seller of the short put is compelled to acquire the stock, in most
instances 100 shares per contract, at the strike price A, as shown in the graph.

Investors can benefit from selling a put option since it allows them to boost their profits by capturing a premium
from other traders betting on the stock's decline. As a result, the investor earns the premium when employing the
short put technique, which protects them from a flat market with no movement. Nonetheless, investors should sell
cautiously because they are obligated to buy shares if the stock falls below the strike price before the expiration.
When selling put options, an investor should keep a close eye on volatility levels. The higher the volatility, the
greater the danger for the trader, but the larger the premium for taking on this type of option bet.
Short puts are utilized to get better purchase prices on expensive stocks. In this case, an investor might sell puts at
significantly lower strike prices, at a level where he or she would like to buy the stock.
When Should You Use a Short Put Strategy?
Selling a put option should be considered if an investor feels a stock will stay above a certain price point or intend
to purchase the stock at a lower price point. In this case, the investor sells put options with a certain expiration date
to receive a premium. If the stock remains above the strike price (the price at which the investor must purchase the
stock), the investor will profit on the whole premium.
The investor will be required to buy the stock at the strike price if it falls below it. This isn't usually a negative trait.



If an investor wants to buy a stock for $50, but it is now trading at $55, they can sell a 50 strike price put option
contract and gain a $3 premium. The premium is pure profit for the investor if the stock continues to go higher or
fails to hit the $50 strike price. However, if the stock falls below $50, the investor will be required to acquire it at
that price. Of course, this is still $5 cheaper than where they originally wanted to acquire the stock. They now have
a cost basis in the stock of $47, thanks to the $3 premium they obtained when they sold the put option contract.
In this example, selling a put option is a win-win situation: they either make $3 while seeing the stock rise, or they
get to acquire the shares at a far lower price than they expected to pay.
Profit/Loss
Maximum Gain = Net Premium Received
A short put strategy's maximum loss is unlimited because the stock can continue against the trader until it reaches
zero.
Breakeven
A short put option's breakeven point is determined by subtracting the premium from the strike price.
The breakeven point is $88.00 if a stock is trading at $100 and an investor wishes to sell a $2.0 90-strike price put.
Example
If stock XYZ is trading at $100 and the investor wants to buy it for $90, they can sell a put option with a strike price
of $90 and receive a $2 premium. They will be obliged to acquire the shares, which they wanted, at a lower price if
the stock moves down to $90. Furthermore, they were given $2 to do so.
They won't buy the stock if it continues to trade higher or never trades below $90, but they will keep the $2
premium they earned.
Short puts are a strong technique since traders are paid to either buy the stock at a lower price than trades or watch it
climb higher. It's a victory for the trader in either case.

COVERED CALL OPTION STRATEGY
The covered call strategy entails a trader writing a call option on a stock they are buying or already owning.
Covered calls give the holder access to the benefits of owning the underlying asset up to the strike price, where the
stock would be called away, in addition to earning a premium for sale.

The covered call approach can be applied in several ways. While markets are essentially flat, some people employ
this approach to gain additional profits on stocks they own. Traders favor this option strategy because investors can
profit from capital gains if the underlying asset appreciates in addition to the premium. When the prognosis is
neutral to bullish, out-of-the-money (OTM) call trades are taken.
When Should a Covered Call Be Made?
Covered calls are often purchased 30 to 60 days before they expire. A trader can take advantage of time decay in
this way. Naturally, the investor's objectives determine the best time to put the strategy into action. If the goal is to
earn money on the stock by selling calls, it's better if the stock price and strike price aren't too far apart. If you want
to sell both the stock and the call, you should be in a position to assign the calls. The stock price must remain above
the strike price until the expiration date for this to happen.
At the same time, some investors sell call options and buy equities. A buy-write method is used to lower the cost
basis of newly purchased equities. There are no additional margin requirements with cover calls because you



already own the stock. Selling the call at a premium of 2% of the current stock price is an appropriate premium (the
premium divided by the stock price). You should figure out how much money you'll make from the technique and
set a premium based on that. If implied volatility is high, investors will obtain a bigger premium when shorting
options. As a result, many investors prefer to retain the stock and then sell high-premium call options to assist
mitigate the risk of losing money if the company falls in value.
Profit/Loss
The maximum profit with this approach is the difference between the strike price and the current stock, plus the
premium obtained for selling the call options contract. However, be wary of the strategy's drawbacks. This
strategy's potential loss could be significant.
When the price of the underlying asset falls, this loss occurs. However, in contrast to stock trading, the loss is
significantly less unpleasant due to the premium earned, buffering any stock movement to the downside.
Breakeven
The gap between the current stock price and the premium paid for selling call options is the breakeven point.
Example
Consider the following scenario to better understand OTM calls: In May, a trader purchases 100 shares of stock for
$20 and sells a June 25 OTM call for $2. If the stock price is $28 when the option expires, the strike price of $25 is
less than the stock price. As a result, the writer sells the shares at $25, and the call is assigned. The trader would
have profited $7 by profiting $5 on the stock movement and $2 on the calls.
What if the stock price dropped instead of rising? The writer will lose money on the shares but make money on the
calls since they will expire worthlessly. The trader would have lost $3 on the stock if it dropped to $17, but because
they sold calls for $2, their net loss would only be $1.
Covered calls are a terrific way to supplement your stock portfolio income and are acceptable for all skill levels
investors.

BULL CALL SPREAD OPTION STRATEGY
A bull call spread (long call spread) is a vertical spread in which the lower strike price call is purchased, and the
higher strike price call is sold simultaneously. The strike price of the short call, represented by point B, is higher
than that of the long call, represented by point A, implying that the investor must always pay for the trade. The
primary goal of the short call is to assist cover the upfront cost of the lengthy call.

Profit/Loss
The difference between the two strike prices minus the premium paid is used to calculate the maximum profit from
a bull call spread. This is achieved when the strike price trades above the strike price at expiration.
The cost of the trade is the maximum loss. This is achieved when the stock trades beneath the lower strike price at
expiration.
Breakeven
The lower strike price and the trade cost are breakevens for a bull call spread.
Long call strike + net debit paid = breakeven.
Example
A $2.50 55-65 call spread would entail buying a 55-strike price call and selling a 65-strike price call, with a $10



wide strike width (65 -55), which is the maximum profit the investor could make on the trade, minus the premium
paid to enter the trade ($2.50 in our example), leaving the investor with a maximum profit of $7.50.
If the call spread is out of the money, time decay is working against the investor because this strategy requires a
longer time to become lucrative. If the vertical has both strikes in the money, time is on the investor's side because
they want this transaction to end as soon as possible, so there is no more time for it to go against them.
According to the advice, this is not an approach that should be used frequently until there is evidence of predicted
upward movement. Without that, a transaction that relies on a stock trading higher has a decreased chance of
succeeding. It involves less capital to engage than merely acquiring shares, which indicates lower risk, but it is still
a riskier investment.

BEAR CALL SPREAD OPTION STRATEGY
Within the same expiration month, the bear call spread is a vertical spread options strategy. The investor sells a
lower strike call option (point A) and buys a higher strike call option (point B). The investor will earn a premium or
credit because the lower strike price call has more value than the higher strike price call. An investor who enters this
trade has a possible profit that is restricted to the premium they received at the time of execution, as well as a
potential loss if the stock rises above their short strike price by a greater amount than the premium they received.

If investors believe the market will remain flat or fall, they will adopt this technique. If the market moves higher,
the higher call is used as a hedge, allowing the investor to limit their maximum loss.
The Bear Call Spread Strategy is a strategy that involves using a call spread to
The bear call spread is an options strategy. The investor lets the options decay day by day until the expiration date,
resulting in both options expiring worthless and the investor keeping the entire premium. When a stock is projected
to trade sideways or drop in price, it is advisable to use this method.
Many traders appreciate this approach, which is suited for all investors since it allows them to execute a high-
probability transaction with minimal risk. It's ideal to use it when the stock has made a significant upward rise and
is overbought or if the price is likely to break down.
When implied volatility is strong, the vertical call spread boosts option pricing, allowing the trader to obtain a
bigger premium on the trade.
Profit/Loss
The credit or premium received by the investor is the maximum profit that can be expected from this trade. If the
stock ends below the lower strike price at expiration, the investor will make the most money.
The maximum loss can be estimated by subtracting the premium received from the difference between the two
strike prices. This is achieved when the stock price closes above the higher strike price on the expiration date. If
short calls are in the money at expiration, the trader will likely be assigned the stock position. However, there is
always the risk of early assignment when calls move far into the money.
Breakeven
The lower strike price plus the trade cost is the breakeven for a bear call spread.
Short call strike + premium received = breakeven.
Example



Selling a 55-strike price call and purchasing a 60-strike price call would result in a $2 call spread. If the stock
stayed below the 55 strike price, the $2 premium would be the maximum profit. A $5 wide strike width (60 -55),
reflecting the maximum loss if the deal concludes above both strike prices, less the premium earned to enter the
trade, in this case, $2, leaves the investor with a maximum loss of $3.
If the call spread is out of the money, time decay is working in the investor's favor since they want the deal to expire
to keep the entire premium earned. If the vertical has both strikes in the money, time will work against the investor
since they will want the trade to continue, giving them more time to plummet in price.
Suppose an investor believes a stock is headed sideways lower but is unsure of their timing or wants to provide
themselves a cushion if the market moves sideways or trades up little. In that case, this is a wonderful technique to
use.
Many traders are attracted to the bear call spread because of its high success rate and low risk, but if the stock
moves against the trader, it can lose significantly more than its initial investment. The bear put spread, or the bull
call spread, is a good option for people who want to execute a spread with a lesser chance of success but a smaller
risk of losing money.

BULL PUT SPREAD OPTION STRATEGY
Within the same expiration month, the Bull Put Spread is a vertical spread strategy in which the investor sells a
higher strike price put option (point B) and buys a lower strike price put option (point A). The investor will earn a
premium or credit because the higher strike price put has more value than the lower strike price put.

If investors believe the market will remain flat or rise, they will adopt this technique. The lower put option is used
as a hedge if the market falls further, allowing the investor to limit their maximum loss.
Profit/Loss
The credit received is the most an investor may expect to make on this investment. If the stock finishes above the
higher strike price at expiration, the investor will make the most money.
The maximum loss can be estimated by subtracting the premium obtained from the two strike prices. This is
achieved when the strike price trades above the strike price at expiration.
Breakeven
The higher strike price minus the premium received is the breakeven for a bull put spread.
Short put strike – premium received Equals breakeven
Example
Selling a 75-strike price put and purchasing a 70-strike price put would result in a $2 bull put spread. If the stock
held above the 75-strike price, the $2 premium would be the maximum profit. A $5 wide strike width (70 -75)
represents the maximum loss if the deal concludes below both strike prices, minus the premium paid to enter the
trade, in this case, $2, leaving the investor with a maximum loss of $3.
If the put spread is out of the money, time decay is working in the investor's favor since they want the deal to expire
to keep the entire premium received. If the vertical has both strikes in the money, time will work against the
investor since they will want the trade to continue, giving them more time to grow in price.
This is a wonderful approach to utilize if an investor believes a stock is heading higher but isn't sure when to buy or
if they want to provide themselves a buffer in case the market trades sideways or is slightly down.



BEAR PUT SPREAD OPTION STRATEGY
A bear put spread is a vertical spread in which the higher strike price put is long and the lower strike price put is
short, both of which expire in the same month. The strike price of the short strike, represented by point A, is lower
than the strike price of the long put, represented by point B, implying that the investor must always pay for the
trade. The primary goal of the short put is to help cover the upfront cost of the long put.
Profit/Loss
The difference between the two strike prices minus the premium paid determines the maximum profit from a bear
put spread. This is achieved when the strike price trades below the lower at expiration.
The cost of the trade is the maximum loss. When the stock moves over the upper strike price at expiration, this is
achieved.
Breakeven
The upper strike price minus the trade cost is the bear put spread's breakeven price.
Breakeven = long put strike – debt paid
Example
A $2.50 40-50 bear put spread would entail buying a $50 strike price call and selling a $40 strike price call, with a
$10 wide strike width (50-40), which is the maximum profit the investor could make on the trade, minus the
premium paid to enter the trade, in this case, $2.50, leaving the investor with a maximum profit of $7.50.
If this put spread is out of the money, time decay is working against the investor because this trade requires more
time to become profitable. If the vertical has both strikes in the money, time is on the investor's side because they
want this trade to end as soon as possible, so there is no more time for it to go against them.
According to the recommendation, this is not a strategy that should be used frequently unless there is expected
downward movement. It's a riskier trade without it, as it relies on the stock declining in price before the expiration
date. It takes less money to participate than buying stock, which means fewer risk, but it is still a riskier trade.

CALL BACK SPREAD OPTION STRATEGY
A call-back spread is a technique that entails selling lower strike price calls (point A) and then purchasing a bigger
number of higher strike price calls (point B). The lower strike price is normally an at-the-money option at the
execution time.

This trader is positive and looking for a stronger upward surge in the stock, but he or she is taking a cautious
approach. The trader would want to execute a call-back spread for credit if possible since this gives them an
advantage from the start, and even if the stock trades down, they will still make a modest profit.
The longer the expiration, the better the investor's chances of winning, as the stock needs time to reach that higher
level. More time, on the other hand, comes at a larger price.
The better the investor, the closer the strike prices are together, but this comes at a cost. It is easier to set up this
trade for a credit when the strikes are wider apart, but the likelihood of the stock reaching the further out strike price
is reduced.
Profit/Loss
Once the stock crosses past the upper strike and continues to trade higher, the profit potential of this strategy is
limitless.



This trade will lose the most money if the stock pins at the upper long strike prices at expiration. Short calls would
end in the money and be valuable, whereas long calls would end in the red and be worthless.
Breakeven
There are two breakeven points in the call back spread, which can be determined as follows:

•       Lower breakeven = short call strike price
•       Upper breakeven = long call strike price + maximum loss point

Example
A trader might execute a back spread by selling a 50-strike price call for $3 and then buying two 55-strike price
calls for $1.50 with no out-of-pocket costs.
The trader will break even if the stock stays below $50 at expiration, as both options will expire worthlessly.
If the stock trades at $55, the lower strike price call is $5 in the money, while the 55-strike price calls are out of the
money. In this case, the investor loses the entire $5.
The trader would lose $20 on the 50-strike price call and $15 on both 55-strike price calls ($30), for a total profit of
$10 ($30-$20).
This is a good approach to use when a firm is expected to provide exceptionally good news that could propel the
stock to new heights. This could result from a lawsuit being settled or introducing a new high-value service.

LONG STRADDLE OPTION STRATEGY
The long straddle purchases a call and a put option on the same underlying asset, with the same strike price and
expiration month. The technique is employed in highly volatile market conditions where a big shift in a stock's
price, either up or down, is expected. Such scenarios happen when a corporation makes a major announcement,
reports earnings, or has other market-moving events.

It is a direction-neutral approach since the investor is only interested in how far the stock will move, not how it will
move. The trader can earn from the call option if the stock rises in value, while the put option loses value. If the
stock falls in value, the trader can profit from the put option while the call option expires worthless. The profit
potential is limitless, while the risk is restricted to the money paid to participate in this trade. When the stock
expires with a maximum loss, it pins at the strike price.
Profit/Loss
The maximum profit potential of a long straddle strategy is limitless because the position can continue to gain value
as the stock moves in either direction.
Maximum Loss = Net Premium Paid
There are two breakeven points in a straddle.

•       Upper Breakeven = Strike Price of Call + Net Premium
•       Lower Breakeven = Strike Price of Put – Net Premium

A trader can only lose up to the cost of the straddle. If stock pins at the straddles strike price result in a maximum
loss.
Maximum Loss = Net Premium Paid
Example
If a stock is now trading at $100, one expects the stock to rise or fall short. For a net cost premium of $6, an



investor can buy a $100 call, and a $100 put simultaneously.
If the equities rise to $125 at expiration, the $100 call is worth $25, minus the $6 premium, for a profit of $19.
Alternatively, if the stock drops in price to $75 before expiration, the $100 put option will be worth $25, resulting in
a profit of $19 after deducting the premium paid.
Time decay works against the strategy because the long straddle is made up of two purchased options. The longer
the straddle remains, the more it depreciates because the technique loses value every day due to time decay.
This method has limitless profit potential and works best in turbulent markets. The investor does not need to be
concerned about the price movement's direction and will gain from an increase in volatility.
Because the premium paid for this approach is often substantial, the price fluctuations must be significant to
generate a profit.

SHORT STRADDLE OPTION STRATEGY
Selling a call and a put with the same underlying security, strike price, and expiration date. On the chart below,
point A represents this strike price. You get credit and profit when you trade a short straddle if the stock stays in a
narrow range. A short straddle's profit potential is limited to the total premiums earned. This technique works best
when the stock has little fluctuation until the expiration.

If the stock closes at the strike price at expiration, the investor will win both the call and put sides, keeping the full
premium from both positions. However, if the stock makes a significant move, the investor will be harmed.
Profit/Loss
Maximum Gain = Net Premium Received
The maximum loss for a short straddle strategy is unlimited because the stock can continue to move against the
trader in either direction.
Breakeven
On the top side of the straddle, the breakeven is calculated by adding the premium to our strike price, while on the
downside, the breakeven is calculated by subtracting the premium from the strike price.

•       Bottom side breakeven: 100.00 – 3.25 = 96.75
•       Top side breakeven: 100.00 + 3.50 = 103.5

Example
If a trader uses the following prices to execute a short straddle:

•       Sell 1 XYZ 100 put at 3.30
•       Sell 1 XYZ 100 call at 3.10
•       Net credit = 6.40

If the stock closes at $100, the trader keeps the entire $6.40 and achieves their maximum profit.
If the stock rises to $110, the trader will lose $10 on the 100-strike price call but will make a $3.60 profit on the
straddle because they received $6.40.
This market-neutral approach makes the most sense when no major news or earnings are expected. A short straddle
trader wants the stock to be generally constant with little price volatility throughout the trade.
Traders like to sell straddles because they get two premiums, and the stock has to move twice as far in either
direction before they lose money. The straddle price is usually how far the market expects the stock to go from its



present price by the time it expires. When it comes to completing this type of deal, traders must be smart and have
good timing.
Time decay works in the investor's favor because they want both options to expire worthlessly. As time passes, this
position decays, and the position rapidly profits as long as the stock does not rise sharply.
Because this transaction carries unlimited risk, it's best to be very selective and keep the quantity minimal while
performing it.

LONG STRANGLE OPTION STRATEGY
The long strangle (purchasing the strangle) is a risk-reward neutral option strategy with limitless profit potential. It's
done by purchasing a lower strike price put (shown by point A) and a higher strike price call (represented by point
B). The approach works best in extremely volatile markets where a huge price move is a forecast, but the direction
of the large move is unknown. A company's earnings or a major announcement are examples of such events.

The investor solely thinks about how far the stock will go when using a long strangle and will profit from a huge
move in either direction. If the stock rises in value, the investor can exercise the call and let the put option expire
worthlessly. If the stock falls in value, the investor will exercise the put and let the call expire worthlessly. The
profit potential is limitless, while the risk in this method is limited to the net premium paid. The maximum loss is
reached when the stock price falls between point A and point B on expiration.
Risk vs. Gain
A trader who uses the long strangle options strategy is betting on a large upward or negative movement in the stock
by the expiration date. If the stock is trading higher, there is no limit to how high it can go or how much money it
can make. The trader can profit down to $0 if the stock moves down.
The risk is minimized when using a long strangle options strategy because the premium paid to initiate the
transaction is capped. The trader will lose his whole investment if the stock price does not break through the strike
price on either the call or put side by the expiration date, rendering both options worthless.
The long strangle option strategy is popular among new traders because it offers the chance of large gains with low
risk. The long strangle option strategy, on the other hand, has a very low chance of success since a trader must pay
two premiums, one on the call side and one on the put side, and then hope that the stock movement after the
position is entered will be sufficient to cover both premiums.
Profit/Loss
A long strangle strategy's maximum profit is limitless because the position can continue to gain value as the stock
moves in either direction.

•       Maximum Loss = Net Premium Paid
Breakeven
There are two breakeven points in a strangle.

•       Upper Breakeven = Strike Price of Call + Net Premium
•       Lower Breakeven = Strike Price of Put – Net Premium

Example
If the stock is trading at $50 and the investor believes the stock will rise or fall short, he or she can buy a $55 call
and a $45 put for a net cost premium of $4.
If the stock price rises to $65 before expiration, the $55 call is worth $10, less the $4 premium, resulting in a $6



profit. If the price dropped to $35 at expiration, the $45 put would be worth $10 as well, resulting in the same $6
after deducting the premium paid.
The trader would lose his $4 investment if the stock remained between the two strike prices of 45 and 55.
Time decay works against the buyer of the long strangle because it has a long call and a long put. Unlike the short
strangle, which benefits from time decay, the long strangle loses value over time and requires the stock to break out
in one way to remain lucrative.
This options trading method has a limitless profit potential in a volatile market while avoiding losses. The investor
does not need to be concerned about the price movement's direction and will gain from an increase in volatility.
To benefit, the stock's price must change significantly.

SHORT STRANGLE OPTION STRATEGY
Selling a call and a put option in the same underlying security, strike price, and the expiration date is referred to as a
short strangle. On the chart shown, point A represents put selling, and point B represents call selling. Credit is
obtained, and maximum profit is achieved with a short strangle when the stock stays inside the range of the two
strike prices. A short strangle's profit potential is restricted to the total premiums obtained. This technique works
best when the stock has little fluctuation until the expiration.

If the stock closes within the strike prices at expiration, the investor will win both the call and put sides, keeping the
full premium from both positions. However, if the stock makes a huge move, the investor will be harmed.
Profit/Loss
Maximum Gain = Net Premium Received
Because the stock might continue to move against the trader in either direction, the maximum loss for a short
strangle strategy is endless.
Breakeven
On the upside, the breakeven is determined by adding the premium to our call strike price, and on the downside, the
breakeven is computed by deducting the premium from the put strike price.

•       Lower Breakeven = Put Strike Price – Premium Received
•       Upper Breakeven = Call Strike Price + Premium Received

Example
If a trader executes a short strangle at the following prices:
Sell 1 XYZ 105 call at 2.20
Sell 1 XYZ 95 put at 2.30
Net credit = 5.50
If the stock stays between 95 and 105, the trader will keep the $5.50 and maximize profit.
If the stock rises to $112, the trader would lose $7 on the 105-strike price call but would only lose $1.50 on the
strangle because they received $5.50.
This market-neutral approach makes the most sense when no major news or earnings are expected. Compared to a
short straddle, a trader who wishes to execute a short strangle wants the stock to be reasonably constant with little
price fluctuation for the trade period.
Traders like to sell strangles to collect two premiums, which means the stock must move twice as far in either
direction before they begin to lose money.
Time decay is working in the investor's favor because they aim for both options to expire worthlessly. As time



passes, this position decays, and the position quickly benefits as long as the stock does not rise sharply.
Because this transaction carries unlimited risk, it's best to be very selective and keep the quantity minimal while
performing it.

IRON CONDOR OPTION STRATEGY
Many options traders favor the iron condor option strategy, including hedge funds, money managers, and individual
investors. The options strategy is implemented by selling a bear call spread and a bull put spread simultaneously. Its
name comes from the fact that the graph resembles a bird flapping its wings. With this approach, four different
strike prices are used, all of which have the same expiration month.

This approach is often implemented in the middle of the inner strike prices, points B and C, with the distance
between puts and calls being about equal.
The benefit of this strategy is the higher net credit obtained for selling both an out-of-the-money call and an out-of-
the-money put spread simultaneously. Still, it is less risky than a straddle or strangles because maximum losses are
limited.
Strategy
An iron condor is used by investors who believe the stock price will not change significantly before expiration,
allowing them to earn a higher premium. Furthermore, even though two vertical spreads are being executed here,
the margin necessary to execute an iron condor is the same as a single vertical spread. The rationale for this is that
the trader is almost certain to win at least one side of the trade.
Due to its risk versus return potential, the iron condor is a popular options trading technique among many options
traders. An iron condor trader believes that the underlying stock will have a limited trading range, allowing the
option to expire between the two short strikes. Depending on the range of the iron condor and its relationship to the
stock price, it can also be implemented with modest bullish or bearish tendencies.
To avoid any unexpected change in the stock, which may transform a winning bet into a losing trade, it's nearly
always a good idea to close the position a few days before expiration. Remember that markets can move quickly
and without warning. While more implied volatility means a higher net credit for the trader, the trade will be more
unpredictable and risky. As a result, it's always a good idea to know exactly how much you're risking and how you
can change your transaction if the market moves against you.
Profit/Loss
Once the stock swings outside the inner short strike prices and penetrates the call spread higher side or the put
spread lower side, the trader starts to lose money on this trade. The maximum loss is computed by subtracting the
premium received from the difference between the call and put sides. A bear call spread or a bull put spread
similarly.
The maximum win is determined if the stock expires between the two short strikes, represented by points B and C
on the graph above.
Breakeven
On an iron condor, there are two breakeven points.

•       Upper Breakeven = short call strike + credit received
•       Lower breakeven – short put strike – credit received

Example
A trader might offer a 105-110 call spread for $1.50 net credit and a 90-95 put spread for $1.50 if stock XYZ is



trading at $100. A total premium of $3 would be paid to the trader.
If the price drops to $96, the trader keeps the entire $3 premium, and all options expire worthlessly.
If the stock rises to $112, the trader will lose $7 on the 105-strike price call and $2 on the 110-strike price call, for a
total loss of $5. Their maximum loss would be $2 ($5-$3) because they sold this position for $3.
The iron condor is a popular option strategy for investors who believe the market will remain neutral. The further a
trader gets out of the money, the better their odds of succeeding, but the lesser the premium. It's better to start this
method with 30-60 days to expiration, as this is when time decay begins to accelerate. It enables investors to take on
positions with little risk, substantial returns on capital, and a high likelihood of success.

LONG CALENDAR SPREAD WITH CALLS OPTION STRATEGY
A long calendar spread with calls, also known as a time spread, is a trading strategy that involves selling a short-
term option and buying a long-term call with the same strike price. The concept is that the shorter-term call loses
value faster as expiration approaches and will hopefully be worth nothing or near to nothing at expiration. Still, the
longer-term call preserves the majority of its value. The cost of the deal is reduced by selling the shorter-term call.

At expiration, the trader wants the stock to trade up to, but not above, the strike price on the shorter-term call. When
this option expires worthless, only one long call option remains, allowing for profits if the stock continues to rise.
Profit/Loss
The profit potential of this trade is limitless, but only until the shorter-term call expires worthless.
The time value of this spread becomes worthless if the stock makes a significant move in either direction before the
short-term call expires, and the trader loses the premium paid for the deal.
Breakeven
The long calendar spread with calls has two breakeven points: one occurs if the stock moves sharply higher or
lower before the short-term call expires, and the other occurs if the stock moves sharply lower or higher before the
short-term call expires. However, because the temporal value is determined by the level of volatility, pinpointing
these instances is impossible.
Example
If XYZ is trading at $95, and we purchase a 100-strike price long calendar call spread by selling a March call for $3
and buying a July call for $4.50, our next cost will be $1.50 ($4.50-$3).
The March calls would expire worthless if the stock traded up to $99 at expiration, and the short March calls would
be deleted from our account. All that's left now are the long July calls. We would win $10 on the calls if the stock
climbed up to $110 by July expiration, but because we invested $1.50 for the position, our profit would be $8.50.
Consider that if we had simply purchased the July calls, to begin with (rather than selling the March calls), our
profit would have been only $5.50.
The short-term calls would expire worthless if the stock fell to $80 by March expiration, but the longer-term July
calls would be so far out of the money that they would have almost no value left. Here, the investor has the option
of selling his positions for pennies on the dollar or hoping for a miracle. If the price falls below $100, the longer-
term calls will expire worthlessly, and the investor will lose his $1.50 investment.
If the stock rises to $130 by March expiration, both sets of calls will be so far in the money that they will have the
same value, solely based on intrinsic value. As a result, the $1.50 paid for the job would be gone.
If you expect a stock to trade higher in the future after the short-term options have expired, you could consider
executing a long calendar spread with calls.



LONG CALENDAR SPREAD WITH PUTS OPTION STRATEGY
A long calendar spread with puts, also known as a time spread, consists of selling a short-term put and purchasing a
long-term put with the same strike price. The premise is that the shorter-term put loses value faster as expiration
approaches and will hopefully be worth nothing or near to nothing at expiration. Still, the longer-term put preserves
the majority of its value. The cost of the deal is reduced by selling the shorter-term put.
At the shorter-term put's expiration, the trader wants the stock to trade straight down to the strike price, but not
below it. Only one long put option remains when this option becomes worthless, allowing for profits if the stock
continues to fall in price.
Profit/Loss
At least until the stock reaches zero, but not until the shorter-term put expires worthless, this trade has unlimited
profit potential.
The time value of this spread becomes worthless if the stock makes a big move in either direction before the short-
term put expires, and the trader loses the premium paid for the deal.
Breakeven
The long calendar spread with puts has two breakeven points: one occurs if the stock moves sharply higher or lower
before the short-term put expires, and the other occurs if the stock moves sharply lower or higher before the short-
term put expires. However, because the temporal value is determined by the level of volatility, pinpointing these
instances is impossible.
Example
If XYZ is trading at $105, and we buy a 100-strike price long calendar spread by selling a March call for $3 and
buying a July call for $4.50, our next cost will be $1.50 ($4.50-$3).
If the stock falls to $101 at the end of March, the March puts will expire worthlessly, and our short March puts will
be deleted from our account. All that's left now are the long July puts. We would win $10 on the options if the price
fell to $90 by July expiration, but because we invested $1.50 for the position, our profit would be $8.50. Consider
that if we had simply purchased the July puts, to begin with (rather than selling the March puts), our profit would
have been only $5.50.
The short-term puts would expire worthless if the stock rose to $120 before March expiration, but the longer-term
July puts would be so far out of the money that they would have almost no value left. Here, the investor has the
option of selling his positions for pennies on the dollar or hoping for a miracle. However, if the stock does not hit
$100, the longer-term puts will expire worthlessly, and the investor will lose his $1.50 investment.
If the stock fell to $70 by March expiration, both sets of puts would be so far in the money that they would have the
same value, which would be entirely made up of intrinsic value. As a result, the $1.50 that had been paid for the job
would be gone.
If you expect a stock to trade lower in the future after the short-term puts have expired, you should consider
executing a long calendar spread with puts.

DIAGONAL SPREAD WITH CALLS OPTION STRATEGY
A diagonal spread with calls is created by buying one long-term call at a lower strike price and selling a shorter-
term call at a higher strike price. This position combines a long calendar spread with calls and a covered call. A
trader might wish to sell upside calls while staying safe if the stock rises.
The trader can continue to sell calls against his long upward further outcall if the deal is done correctly. When one
short-term call expires, the trader can sell another short-term call that expires the next month and so on until the
long call expires in the final month.
Profit/Loss
The maximum profit is computed by summing all of the premiums received from selling short-term upside calls,
minus the original premium paid to execute the trade, plus the stock price minus the strike price on the last month.
When the stock moves below the long-term call strike price, the maximum loss for a diagonal call spread is
restricted to the dealer's cost.
Breakeven
It is impossible to compute a breakeven point because this is a dynamic trade with numerous alternative situations
and future deals.
Example
A trader may buy the June 100 call for $4 and then sell the April 105 call for $1.25, resulting in an initial cost of



$2.75.
If the stock goes up to $103 before the end of April, the April call is removed from the account, and the trader has
profited on the long call. They could then sell a $1.75 May 105-strike call. If the stock rises to $105 by May
expiration, the trader receives $1.75 in addition to $5 in intrinsic value on the long-term call. They might then sell a
$1.25 June 110 call. The June call will be worthless if the price reaches $108 by June expiration. The trader would
have opened the deal by paying a premium of $2.75, then pocketed premiums of $1.75 and $1.25 along the way.
The shares would also have an intrinsic value of $8. This would yield a total profit of $8.25 ($8+$1.75+$1.25-
$2.75).
However, if the price dropped below $90 after the initial deal, both options would lose too much value, making the
approach difficult to continue. Both options would expire worthless if the stock never traded higher, and the trader
would lose $2.75.
This more advanced technique aims to profit from increasing short-term volatility. It works best when the stock
rises steadily over time. Of fact, when the strategy's primary goal is to capture volatility, this can be difficult.

DIAGONAL SPREAD WITH PUTS OPTION STRATEGY
Buying one long-term put at a higher strike price and selling a shorter-term put at a lower strike price makes up a
diagonal spread using puts. The position resembles a long calendar spread with puts in certain ways. The concept is
that we want to sell upside options while being safe if the stock drops sharply.

The trader can continue selling downside puts against their long further out if the deal is done correctly. When one
short-term put expires, the trader can sell another short-term put, this time timed to expire the next month, and so on
until the long put expires in the final month.
Profit/Loss
The maximum profit is computed by summing all premiums received from selling short-term downside puts, minus
the original premium paid to execute the transaction, plus the strike price minus the stock price for the last month.
When the stock rises above the long-term put strike price, the maximum loss for a diagonal put spread is restricted
to the dealer's cost.
Breakeven
It is impossible to compute a breakeven point because this is a dynamic trade with numerous alternative situations
and future deals.
Example
A trader could buy the June 100 put for $4 and then sell the April 95 put for $1.25, resulting in an initial cost of
$2.75.
If the stock falls to $97 before April expiration, the April put is removed from the account, and the trader has
profited on the long put. They might then sell a $1.75 May 95 strike put. If the stock rises to $95 by May expiration,
the trader keeps the $1.75, and the long-term put has $5 of intrinsic value. They may then sell a $1.25 June 90 put.
If the price falls to $92 by June expiration, the June put will be worthless as well. The trader would have opened the
deal by paying a premium of $2.75, then pocketed premiums of $1.75 and $1.25 along the way. The shares would
also have an intrinsic value of $8. This would yield a total profit of $8.25 ($8+$1.75+$1.25-$2.75).
However, if the stock rose to $110 after the initial deal, both options would lose too much value, making the
approach difficult to continue. Both options would expire worthless if the stock never traded lower, and the trader
would lose his $2.75.



This more advanced technique aims to profit from increasing short-term volatility. It works best if the stock falls
steadily over time. Of fact, when the strategy's primary goal is to capture volatility, this can be difficult.

CHRISTMAS TREE SPREAD WITH CALLS OPTION STRATEGY
A Christmas tree spread with calls is a complex options strategy with three legs and six options in total. Buying one
call at strike price A, bypassing strike price B, selling three calls at strike price C, and buying two calls at strike
price D are options. It's similar to a butterfly spread in that the goal is to get a pin at the short middle strikes, but
with greater upside room, making it a more bullish option strategy.

The long lower legged strike price is further away from the short, middle strikes; therefore, costs are higher than a
conventional butterfly spread. The stock needs to rise higher to become profitable because the trade was opened at a
higher cost. Although it has a higher risk of losing money, losses are limited to the opening price if the stock moves
against the trader.
Profit/Loss
The maximum profit is computed by subtracting the trade cost from the lowest strike price and the three short
middle call strike prices. The maximum profit would be $7.50 if the distance between points A and C was $10 and
the deal cost $2.50.
The maximum loss equals the trade's cost, so in the same case, the maximum loss is $2.50.
Breakeven
There are two breakeven points in this scenario. The lower breakeven point would be derived by adding the trade
cost to the lowest strike price (point A). The lower breakeven would be $92.50 if point A was a 90-strike price
option and the trade cost $2.50.
The upper breakeven point is derived by deducting one-half of the net debit from the highest strike price (point D).
So, if the point D strike price was $105 and the trading cost was $2.50, our upper breakeven point would be 103.75
(105-2.50/2).
Example
A trader could buy one 90-strike price call, sell three 100-strike price calls, and buy two 105-strike price calls for
the following prices if XYZ is trading at $90 and is predicted to trade higher over the next three months:

•       Buy 1 XYZ 90-strike price call for $8.00
•       Sell 3 XYZ 100-strike price calls for $6.90 ($2.30 each)
•       Buy 2 XYZ 105-strike price calls for $1.40 ($.70 each)
•       Total cost = $2.50

If the stock falls in value over the next three months, the investor will lose the entire $2.50, and all of his positions
will be liquidated.
If the stock rises to $100 at expiration, the trader will profit $10 by taking advantage of the 90-strike price option,
while the remaining options will expire worthlessly. Their net profit would be $7.50 because they spent $2.50 for
the trade.
The investor would profit $20 on the $90 call if the stock rose to $110. For a total of $30, lose $10 X3 on the short
middle 100-calls. For a total of $10, gain $5 X2 on the long upper 105-calls.
The net outcome is $20 – $30 + $10, which means that all profits are zero, but the investor's net loss is $2.50
because they paid $2.50 for the trade.
The higher a trader sets the strike prices, the more bullish the Christmas Tree spread gets while lowering the trade's



cost. The lesser the possibility of success, the higher the strike prices are set.
Changes in implied volatility affect this sort of spread. The spread's net price falls when implied volatility rises and
rises when implied volatility declines, implying that implied volatility changes have an inverse relationship. The
trader who conducts this transaction wants implied volatility to decrease.
A Christmas tree spread options strategy is not for inexperienced traders; only experienced traders should use it.

CHRISTMAS TREE SPREAD WITH PUTS OPTION STRATEGY
A Christmas tree spread with puts is a complex options strategy with three legs and six options in total. Buying one
put at strike price D, bypassing strike price C, selling three puts at strike price B, and then buying two puts at strike
price A if the option strategy. It's similar to a butterfly spread in that the goal is to get a pin at the short, intermediate
strikes, but with greater room for the stock to fall in price, making it a more bearish options strategy.
The long upper-legged strike price is further away from the short middle strikes; therefore, costs are higher than a
conventional butterfly spread. The stock needs to fall lower to become profitable because the trade was opened at a
higher cost. Although it has a higher risk of losing money, losses are limited to the opening price if the stock moves
against the trader.
Profit/Loss
The maximum profit is computed by subtracting the trade cost from the difference between the highest strike price
and the three short middles put strike prices. The maximum profit would be $7.50 if the distance between points D
and B was $10 and the deal cost $2.50.
The maximum loss equals the trade's cost, so in the same case, the maximum loss is $2.50.
Breakeven
There are two breakeven points in this scenario. The higher breakeven point is established by subtracting the trade
cost from the top strike price (point D). The higher breakeven would be $107.50 if point D was a 110-strike price
option and the trade cost $2.50.
The lower breakeven point would be derived by adding one-half of the net debt to the lowest strike price (point A).
So, if the point A strike price was $95 and the trading cost was $2.50, our lower breakeven threshold would be
$96.25 (95+2.50/2).
Example
A trader could buy one 110-strike price put, sell three 100-strike price puts, and buy two 95-strike price puts for the
following prices if XYZ is trading at $110 and is predicted to trade down over the next three months:

•       Buy 1 XYZ 110-strike price put for $8.00
•       Sell 3 XYZ 100-strike price puts for $6.90 ($2.30 each)
•       Buy 2 XYZ 95-strike price puts for $1.40 ($.70 each)
•       Total cost = $2.50

If the stock rises in price over the next three months, the investor will lose the entire $2.50, and all of his
investments will be liquidated.
If the stock falls to $100 at expiration, the trader will profit $10 by taking advantage of the 110-strike price option,
while the other options will expire worthlessly. Their net profit would be $7.50 because they spent $2.50 for the
trade.
The investor would profit $20 on the $110 put if the stock dropped to $90. For a total of $30, lose $10 X3 on the
short middle 100-puts. For a total of $10, gain $5 X2 on the long lower 95-puts.
The net outcome is $20 – $30 + $10, which means that all profits are zero, but the investor's net loss is $2.50
because they paid $2.50 for the trade.
The lower a trader's strike prices are set, the more bearish a Christmas tree spread becomes while lowering the
trade's cost. However, the lower the strike prices, the smaller the chances of success.
Changes in implied volatility affect this sort of spread. The spread's net price falls when implied volatility rises and
rises when implied volatility declines, implying that implied volatility changes have an inverse relationship. The
trader who conducts this transaction wants implied volatility to decrease.
A Christmas tree spread options strategy is not suggested for novice traders; only experienced traders should use it.

BUTTERFLY SPREAD WITH CALLS OPTION STRATEGY
A long butterfly spread with calls is a complex options strategy with three legs and four options in total. Buying one
call at strike price A, selling two calls at strike price B, and then buying one call at strike price C makes up the deal.



The setup happens when an investor joins the ends of a long call spread and the beginning of a short call spread at
strike price B.

A trader who opens this position is wagering that the stock will pin at strike price B or get close to it. If the stock
does pin at the short strikes, the investor will profit from option A, while options B and C will be worthless.
This method has a low entrance cost, which means less danger if things go wrong, but it can be difficult to secure
that pinning strike. The long butterfly spread is ideal for low-volatility markets with a high possibility of price
pinning. Due to its limited loss, it might be a decent choice in volatile markets, but traders should keep a careful eye
on the trade and shut it out as the stock swings to the short strikes.
Profit/Loss
The greatest profit is derived by subtracting the deal's cost from the lowest and the middle strike prices. The
maximum profit would be $4.30 if the distance between points A and B was $5 and the deal cost $0.70.
The maximum loss equals the trade's cost, so in the identical case, the maximum loss is $0.70.
Breakeven
There are two breakeven points in this scenario. The lower breakeven point would be derived by adding the trade
cost to the lower strike price (point A). The lower breakeven would be $100.70 if point A had a 100-strike price
option and the trade cost $0.70.
The upper breakeven point is established by subtracting the net debit from the highest strike price (point C). Our
higher breakeven would be $109.30 if the point C strike price was $110 and the trade cost was $0.70.
Example
If XYZ is trading at $103 and the market is predicted to trade flat to slightly higher over the next 45 days, a trader
could purchase one 100-strike price call, sell two 105-strike price calls, and buy one 110-strike price call for the
following prices:

•       Buy 1 XYZ 100-strike price call for $5.00
•       Sell 2 XYZ 105-strike price calls for $5.40 ($2.70 each)
•       Buy 1 XYZ 110-strike price call for $1.10
•       Total cost = $0.70 debit

If the stock falls in price over the next 45 days, the investor will lose the entire $0.70, all positions will expire
worthlessly, and the account will be closed.
If the stock rises slightly to $105 at expiration, the trader will profit $5 by taking advantage of the 100-strike price
option, but the rest of the options will expire worthlessly. Their net profit would be $4.30 because they spent $0.70
on the trade.
The investor would profit $10 on the 100 calls if the stock rose to $110. The short middle 105-calls lost $5 X2 for a
total loss of $10, while the 110 call was worthless. The net outcome is $10 – $10, which means that all profits are
even, but the investor's net loss is $0.70 because they spent $0.70 for the trade.
The higher the strike prices are set, the more bullish a butterfly spread with calls gets while lowering the transaction
cost. The lesser the possibility of success, the higher the strike prices are set.
Changes in implied volatility affect this sort of spread. The spread's net price falls when implied volatility rises and
rises when implied volatility declines, implying that implied volatility changes have an inverse relationship. The
trader who conducts this transaction wants implied volatility to decrease.
The long butterfly spread with calls is a technique that experienced options traders should only use.

BUTTERFLY SPREAD WITH PUTS OPTION STRATEGY



A long butterfly spread with puts is a complex options strategy with three legs and four options in total. Buying one
put at strike price A, selling two puts at strike price B, and then buying one put at strike price C makes up the deal.
The setup happens when an investor joins the ends of a long put spread and the beginning of a short put spread at
strike price B.

A trader who opens this position is wagering that the stock will pin at strike price B or get close to it. If the stock
does pin at the short strikes, the investor will profit from option C, while options B and A will be worthless.
This method has a low entrance cost, which means less danger if things go wrong, but it can be difficult to secure
that pinning strike. In low-volatile markets with a high probability of pinning, the long butterfly spread with puts is
a suitable option. Due to its limited loss, it might be a decent choice in volatile markets, but traders should keep a
careful eye on the trade and shut it out as the stock swings to the short strikes.
Profit/Loss
The maximum profit is computed by subtracting the trade cost from the higher strike price and the middle strike
price. The maximum profit would be $4.30 if the distance between points C and B was $5 and the trade cost $0.70.
The maximum loss equals the trade's cost, so in the identical case, the maximum loss is $0.70.
Breakeven
There are two breakeven points in this scenario. The upper breakeven point is established by subtracting the trade
cost from the highest strike price (point C). The lower breakeven would be $109.30 if point C had a 110-strike price
option and the trade cost $0.70.
The lower breakeven point would be derived by adding the net debit to the lowest strike price (point A). So, if the
point A strike price is $100 and the trading cost is $0.70, our lower breakeven is $100.70.
Example
If XYZ is trading at $107 and the next 45 days are predicted to be flat to slightly lower, a trader could purchase one
110-strike price put, sell two 105-strike price puts, and buy one 100-strike price put for the following prices:

•       Buy 1 XYZ 110-strike price put for $5.00
•       Sell 2 XYZ 105-strike price puts for $5.40 ($2.70 each)
•       Buy 1 XYZ 100-strike price put for $1.10
•       Total cost = $0.70 debit

If the stock rises above $110 in the next 45 days, the investor will lose the entire $0.70, and all holdings in the
account will expire worthlessly and be closed.
If the stock drops to $105 at expiration, the trader will profit $5 by taking advantage of the 110-strike price option,
while the rest will expire worthlessly. Their net profit would be $4.30 because they spent $0.70 on the trade.
The investor would profit $10 on the 110 put if the stock dropped to $100. The short middle 105-puts lost $5 X2 for
a total loss of $10, while the 100 put was worthless. The net outcome is $10 – $10, which means that all profits are
even, but the investor's net loss is $0.70 because they spent $0.70 for the trade.
The lower the strike prices are set, the more bearish a butterfly spread with puts becomes while also lowering the
transaction cost. However, the lower the strike prices, the smaller the chances of success.
Changes in implied volatility affect this sort of spread. The spread's net price falls when implied volatility rises and
rises when implied volatility declines, implying that implied volatility changes have an inverse relationship. The
trader who conducts this transaction wants implied volatility to decrease.



The long butterfly spread with puts is advised for experienced options traders, not beginners.

IRON BUTTERFLY OPTION STRATEGY
An advanced options strategy known as an iron butterfly spread has three legs and four total choices. At strike price
B, a bull put spread and a bear call spread is combined in this transaction. An iron butterfly can also be viewed as
an iron condor, with the short strikes, calls, and puts, at the same strike price rather than spaced apart. The trade is
set up for total net credit because the investor shorts both the put and call spreads.
A trader who opens this position is wagering that the stock will pin at strike price B or get close to it. If the stock
does pin at the short strikes, all options will expire worthlessly, and the investor will keep the whole premium.
This is a natural direction trade that can be mildly bullish or bearish based on the stock's short strikes when the trade
is opened. If the stock is below strike price B, it is bullish; if it is above strike price B, it is bearish.
Profit/Loss
The maximum profit would be the premium received for the trade; for example, if a trader was given a $3.40 credit
for opening the trade, the maximum profit would be $3.40, which would be earned if the stock pins at the short
strike prices on the expiration date.
The maximum loss is computed by subtracting the deal's credit from the difference between the lower strike price
and the intermediate strike price. The maximum loss would be $1.60 if the distance between points A and B was $5
and the premium received was $3.40.
Breakeven
There are two breakeven points in this scenario. The upper breakeven point would be found by adding the premium
earned for the trade to the short strike price (point B). The higher breakeven would be $103.40 if point B had a 100-
strike price option and the credit earned was $3.40.
The lower breakeven point would be established by subtracting the premium earned for the trade from the short
strike price (point B). The lower breakeven would be $96.60 if point B had a 100-strike price option and the credit
earned was $3.40.
Example
If XYZ is trading at $100 and is predicted to go sideways for the next 45 days, a trader could purchase one 95-strike
price put, sell one 100-strike price put, sell one 100-strike price call, and buy one 105-strike price call for the
following prices:

•       Buy 1 XYZ 95-strike price put for $0.50
•       Sell 1 XYZ 100-strike price put for $2.20
•       Sell 1 XYZ 100-strike price call for $2.20
•       Buy 1 XYZ 105-strike price call for $0.50
•       Total premium = $3.40 credit

If the stock closes at $100 at expiration, the investor will keep the $3.40 credit, and all holdings in the account will
expire worthlessly and be eliminated.
If the price falls to $95 at expiration, the trader will lose $5 on the short 100 puts, while the rest of the options will
be worthless. The trader's net loss would be $1.60 because they received a credit of $3.40.
The investor would lose $2 on the 100-strike call if the stock rose to $102, and all other options would expire
worthlessly. The trader's net profit would be $1.40 because they received a $3.40 credit.
Changes in implied volatility affect this sort of spread. When implied volatility grows, the spread's net price rises,
and when implied volatility falls, the spread's net price falls. The trader who conducts this transaction hopes that
implied volatility will fall, allowing them to buy the trade back for a lower price.
This trade is frequently executed right before earnings when implied volatility is high; once earnings are released,
and implied volatility falls, the value of the spread falls, allowing the investor to repurchase it for a lower price.
However, if there is a huge profits gap, a large price fluctuation might quickly turn this strategy into a loser.
Because of its great profitability and low risk, it is a popular choice among traders.
The iron butterfly spread is a strategy that experienced options traders should only use.

COLLAR OPTION STRATEGY
A collar is an options strategy in which you buy or hold the stock, then buy a put option at strike price A and sell a
call option at strike price B. A trader who uses this method expects the stock to rise in price and be called away at
the call strike price B. However, they want to be protected if the stock price falls below striking price A, allowing
them to exercise the option contract and sell the stock.



When a trader wishes to run a covered call, and a protected put simultaneously, he or she uses a collar option. This
method is used when an investor wants downside protection but does not want to pay for it. As a result, they limit
their upside potential in return for limiting their downside exposure to cover their costs. This method can be used
for both short and long-term investments.
When Should You Use a Collar?
If an investor is positive about a stock in the long run but worried about short-term declines, he or she might
consider utilizing a collar. An example is an uncertainty regarding profitability, a global health pandemic, or any
other short-term market uncertainty.
When investors have big gains in a stock that they do not want to jeopardize, they may utilize a collar. An investor
can use a collar option strategy to protect the profits they've already made in this situation.
The investor acquires an out-of-the-money put option to execute the collar, protecting against a stock price drop.
They then sell an out-of-the-money call option against it, which expires in the same month, to offset the premium
paid for the put option.
In a turbulent market, the collar is a very effective technique since it protects the investor at a low cost by reducing
their potential loss if the stock moves down in exchange for restricting their possible profit. Because the call option
is sold above the stock price, investors can still profit while alleviating their concerns about its falling value.
Profit/Loss
The maximum profit is computed by deducting the cost of the collar if the position was opened with a debt or
adding the premium earned if the position was opened with a credit from the difference between the stock price and
the short call. For example, if the company was trading at $100 and the investor paid $0.30 for a 95/105 collar, the
maximum profit would be $5.30.
The maximum loss is computed by adding the cost of the collar if purchased for a debt or subtracting the premium
earned if purchased for credit to the difference between the stock price and the long put. The maximum loss would
be $4.70 if the stock traded at $100 and the investor purchased a 95/105 collar for a $0.30 credit.
Breakeven
The collar option has a single breakeven threshold; however, it is computed differently depending on whether the
collar was purchased with credit or debit cards.
If the collar is purchased for credit, the breakeven point is determined by subtracting the premium paid from the
stock price.
If the collar is bought on credit, the breakeven point is computed by multiplying the amount paid by the stock price.
Example
If XYZ is trading at $100 and is predicted to fall in price over the next three months, a trader might buy the stock,
buy one 95-strike price put, and sell one 105-strike price call for the following prices:

•       Buy 1 XYZ 95-strike price put for $1.50
•       Buying 100 shares of XYZ stock at $100
•       Selling 1 XYZ 105-strike price call for $1.80
•       Total premium = $0.30 credit

The call will be exercised if the stock trades up to $107 at expiration, forcing the investor to sell the XYZ shares in
their inventory for $105. This means they will profit $5.00 on the stock but will have a net gain of $5.30 because
they received a $0.30 credit.



The trader will exercise the 95-strike price put, selling the stock at $95 if the stock trades down to $91 at expiration.
This would mean they lost $5.00 on the stock, but their net loss would be $4.70 because they sold the collar for a
credit of $0.30. Although losses are never desirable, this is a significantly better condition than if they had not worn
the collar and taken the entire $9.00 loss.
The only purpose of entering a collar is to allow for upside potential while reducing negative risk. This option
method can be purchased simultaneously or added to existing stock investment. One of the best things about the
collar options strategy is that the trader knows the maximum gains and losses on the deal as soon as they enter it. In
this case, the trader foregoes the possibility of large profits in return for a lower risk of losing money.
It is relatively unaffected by changes in implied volatility because it is short one option and long another,
effectively balancing the volatility effect.
The collar is a fantastic technique for a newbie. It allows a trader to profit from the upside while keeping the trader
relatively safe if their optimistic projection turns out to be incorrect.

PROTECTIVE PUT OPTION STRATEGY
A protective put strategy, also known as a synthetic long call or married put, is an options strategy that involves
buying or holding a stock before buying one put at the strike price A. The investor who adopts this method wants
the stock to move higher, but he also wants to be protected if the stock price falls below strike price A, allowing
him to sell the shares.

When an investor is concerned about the market, this method provides downside protection while profiting on the
upside. The protective put functions as a price floor, limiting how much money an investor can lose if stock
continues to fall in value. The investor is shielded from further losses when the stock falls below the protective put's
strike price.
How to Use the Protective Put
If an investor already owns a stock, he or she risks losing money if the stock's value drops. An investor who
purchases a protective put option, on the other hand, ensures that if the stock continues to fall, he or she will be able
to sell it at a certain price, limiting their losses.
Because the investor has a contract to sell a stock at a specific price if they choose, they establish a price floor that
protects their asset.
The protective put functions as asset insurance, and it comes with a premium, just like any other sort of insurance.
The premium is determined by the investor's desire to establish a price floor and volatility, representing the
likelihood of the stock's price sliding further lower. The duration of the insurance is also limited; the higher the
protective put buy price, the longer the investor wants his insurance to last.
Strike Prices for Protection
An investor has various options when executing a protective put, including the level strike price to choose and the
expiration date. Typically, investors opt for a put option out of the money. When the strike price is lower than the
current stock price, this is known as a bearish situation. The price difference between the current stock price and the
level where the protective put provides insurance does not give total protection. However, the cost of this protective
put is lower.
Investors who are more concerned about stock price declines may opt to buy at the money put. This more
aggressive defensive put provides 100 percent protection against potential losses, but it comes at a higher cost.
Premiums for long-term protective puts are likewise higher.



Profit/Loss
The maximum profit is limitless because owning the stock permits the investor to profit as the stock rises in value.
The maximum loss is computed by adding the cost of the long put to the difference between the stock price and the
long put. The maximum loss would be $6.50 if the stock traded at $100 and the investor bought a 95-strike put for
$1.50.
Breakeven
The stock price plus the put price is the breakeven point for a protective put. For example, if the stock price is $100
and the put price is $1.50, the stock must go up $1.50 to cover the put cost, resulting in a breakeven price of
$101.50.
Example
A trader might buy the stock, and a 95-strike price put for the following price if XYZ is trading at $100 and is
predicted to trade higher over the next three months:

•       Buy 1 XYZ 95-strike price put for $1.50
•       Buying 100 shares of XYZ stock at $100

If the stock trades up to $105 at expiration, the investor will profit $5.00 on the stock but will lose $3.50 on the put
because they spent $1.50 on it.
If the stock price falls to $91 by expiration, the trader will sell the stock at $95, having exercised the 95-strike price
put. They would have had a $5.00 loss on the shares but a total of $6.50 because they acquired the protective put for
$1.50.
When buying a stock or adding a protective put to an existing stock position, the only reason to buy a protective put
is to limit downside losses.
An investor who is long a put gain from a rise in implied volatility since the value of that put rises in tandem with
implied volatility. A fall in implied volatility would cause the put to lose value, causing the investor to lose money.
This is a great technique for beginners who wish to protect their long stock position with insurance. Before
engaging in any options strategy, it is critical to comprehend all facets of the trade and how each can affect the
position's profit or loss.

SYNTHETIC LONG STOCK OPTION STRATEGY
Buying a call and selling a put in the same month and at the same strike price constitutes a synthetic long stock
position. If they retain the position until expiration, the investor who enters this technique will buy the stock at
strike price A. The investor will wish to exercise the call option if the stock price rises above striking price A, and if
the stock price falls below strike price A, the investor will be assigned on the put, so they will own the shares at a
price A one way or another.

Most investors, however, do not intend to keep the position until it expires because it resembles a long stock
investment.
Profit/Loss
The maximum profit is limitless because owning the stock permits the investor to profit as the stock rises in value.
The maximum loss is unlimited as the stock price decreases, at least zero.
Breakeven
The long synthetic stock has a single breakeven point, but it is calculated differently depending on whether it was



purchased on credit or debit.
The breakeven would be calculated by subtracting the premium from the strike price if the long synthetic stock was
purchased for credit.
The breakeven point would be calculated by adding the amount paid to the strike price if the long synthetic stock
was purchased on a debit.
Example
A trader might purchase a 100-strike price call and sell a 100-strike price put for the following price if XYZ is
trading at $100 and is predicted to trade higher over the next three months:

•       Buy 1 XYZ 100-strike price call for $4.00
•       Sell 1 XYZ 100-strike price put for $$3.50
•       Total premium = $0.50 debit

The investor will profit $5.00 on the stock if it goes up to $105 at expiration, but they will have a net gain of $4.50
because they invested $0.50 on the long synthetic stock.
If the stock falls below $95 at expiration, the trader will be assigned a 100-strike price put, which will let him buy
the shares for $100. This would result in a $5.00 loss on the put but a total loss of $5.50 because they acquired the
long synthetic stock for $0.50.
The only reason to purchase a synthetic long stock option is to acquire the same position as stock without excessive
costs. Of course, the trader's investment bank and margin requirements have a role. Most investors don't keep the
position until it expires because they don't want their money to be tied up, which is why they started with a
synthetic long stock option call.
Because it is short one option and long another, this trade is relatively unaffected by changes in implied volatility.

RISK REVERSAL OPTION STRATEGY
The risk reversal options trading technique is to buy an out-of-the-money call option and sell an out-of-the-money
put option in the same expiration month. This is a very bullish trade that can be done for a debit or credit, depending
on the location of the strikes about the stock.

A risk reversal investor benefits from long call options while paying for the call by selling the put. A trade setup
like this reduces the danger of the stock trading sideways, but it also increases the risk of the stock going down.
When Should a Risk Reversal Be Used?
A risk reversal strategy works oppositely as a collar option strategy. A rising stock price can safeguard an investor
short of the underlying asset. If an investor is concerned that the stock price of a short stock position will rise, they
can buy an upside call and then sell a downside put to cover the cost. The trade should be done one-to-one; one risk
reversal option contract should be executed for every 100 shares the investor is short. The upside long call option
would protect the investor if the stock rose in value. The investor would be required to buy the stock at the short put
lower price point if the stock fell lower.
Risk reversals can be employed as aggressive bull trades as well. The investor is essentially putting on a bull trade
for almost no cost or even a credit by purchasing a higher strike price call option and financing the premium paid by



selling an out-of-the-money put option. If the investor is accurate and the stock continues to rise, the short put will
become worthless, while the long call would appreciate, resulting in a significant profit.
However, if the investor is wrong about the company's direction, they will be required to buy the stock at the short
put strike price, although this is exceedingly dangerous and can result in substantial losses. Even if the investor is
compelled to buy the stock at a lower price than when they first initiated the risk reversal, it is still a better outcome
than if they simply bought the stock from the start.
Profit/Loss
The potential profit is limitless because owning an upward call lets the investor profit as the stock rises in value.
The maximum loss is likewise unlimited, at least down to zero, as the stock's price declines and the short put's
losses mount.
Breakeven
A risk reversal has a single breakeven point, but it's computed differently depending on whether it's a credit or a
debit.
If the risk reversal was purchased for credit, the breakeven point would be determined by subtracting the premium
from the put's strike price.
If the risk reversal was purchased based on a debit, the breakeven would be computed by multiplying the amount
paid by the call's strike price.
Example
A trader might purchase a 120-strike price call and sell an 80-strike price put for the following price if XYZ is
trading at $100 and is predicted to trade higher over the next year:

•       Sell 1 XYZ 100-strike price put for $$7.00
•       Buy 1 XYZ 120-strike price call for $6.00
•       Total premium = $1.00 credit

If the stock trades up to $105 at expiration, the investor will have a zero gain because the stock has not yet hit the
strike price, but they will have a net profit of $1.00 because they received a $1.00 credit on the risk reversal.
The investor will get a $10.00 profit on the call if the stock climbs up to $130 at expiration, as the stock has
surpassed the 120-strike price by $10. The investor, however, will have a net gain of $11.00 because they earned a
$1.00 credit for the risk reversal.
If the stock drops to $70 before expiration, the trader will be assigned the 80-strike price put and required to buy the
shares for $80. This would result in a $10.00 loss on the put but a net loss of $9.00 due to the risk reversal credit of
$1.00.
The risk reversal is a position that, if handled correctly, has very high-profit potential, but if executed incorrectly,
can result in huge losses for an investor.
Because it is short one option and long another, this trade is relatively unaffected by changes in implied volatility.
Risk reversal is not a beginner's technique because losses can be substantial if the trade goes against the investor.
Only experienced options traders should use it.

IN THE MONEY VS. OUT OF THE MONEY OPTIONS
It's all about picking the appropriate strategy for options trading. Should an investor go for an "in the money" (ITM)
or "out of the money" (OTM) trade, as indicated by the strike price position about where the stock is now trading?
The difference between an "in the money" and an "out of the money" option is whether the capital invested is
profited or lost.
An in-the-money option pays the holders money if they exercise the contract. On the other hand, an out-of-the-
money option is a contract that is worthless to the contract holder when it expires.
This option would be termed an at-the-money (ATM) option if the stock price fell exactly at the same pace as the
strike at expiry.

UNDERSTANDING ITM AND OTM
Financial derivatives are competitive securities; an investor's potential gains come from selecting the best method
for predicting the direction in which an asset's price will move. In derivatives, an investor's profits are precisely
equal to his counterpart's losses. For example, if an option contract expires in the money, the holder will get a profit
equal to the writer's loss. In the same way, if the holder chooses an out-of-the-money option, the amount lost by the
holder is equal to the amount gained by the writer.
Calls



In the case of calls, the money call option contract has a lower strike price than the underlying asset's market value.
Allowing the holder to purchase an asset at less than market value and quickly sell it for a profit. If the stock price
does not exceed the striking price, an option is considered out-of-the-money; in this situation, the contract is
worthless to the option buyers.
To summarize, call contracts are as follows:

•       In the Money: stock price > strike price
•       At the Money: stock price = strike price
•       Out of the Money: stock price < strike price

Puts
Traders who predict the price of an asset will depreciate will buy put contracts as a safer alternative to short-selling.
In the case of puts, an ITM option has a strike price that is higher than the stock price, allowing the option holder to
sell an asset at a higher price than the retail price. OTM puts have higher strike prices than the underlying asset's
market value, making them worthless to the put holder.
In conclusion, for puts:

•       In the Money: stock price < strike price
•       At the Money: stock price = strike price
•       Out of the Money stock price > strike price

ITM and OTM Issued Options
An option contract's premium comprises two parts: intrinsic and extrinsic value. Options with intrinsic value are
contracts with a strike price that is beneficial to the current market price at their release. That is to say, when they
are written, they are already in the money. When an options contract is issued, it does not have intrinsic value;
instead, it relies on its extrinsic value, the value of time, or speculative value. As a result, assets with low volatility
rates are frequently written ITM. On the other hand, more volatile assets are frequently offered OTM since they are
projected to have larger price swings.
Speculators prefer OTM options because they have lower premium pricing and more volatile assets. Both ITM and
OTM issued options are viable option strategies that benefit both holders and writers. One technique is not superior
to the other; it relies on the investment necessities and what he seeks to achieve. Aside from ITM and OTM, written
options are frequently combined into spread strategies that take advantage of the advantages of both systems.
How to Trade with Self-Assuredness
It is recommended that you hire an experienced trading coach with extensive experience with options if you want to
make trades with a high probability of success. Having a professional options trader on your side will allow you to
observe how seasoned veteran trades, what they look for, and what factors are most important to them. Make
confident and decisive decisions to help you advance in your trading career. Investors can use this tool to make
trades with a high probability of success while also defining an acceptable level of risk. 
Is it better to hold or exercise an option as an investor?
When should an option contract be exercised? When holding a long call option or a long put option, it's not always
clear whether it's best to call (buy) or put (sell) the stock.
When making this decision, keep in mind how much time value is left in the option, whether the contract is about to
expire, and whether you want to buy or sell the underlying shares.
Right to Exercise Options
When newcomers first enter the options world, they begin by learning about various contracts and strategies. A call
option, for example, is a contract that gives its owner the right, but not the obligation, to buy 100 shares of the
underlying stock at the strike price per share until the expiration date by paying the strike price per share.
On the other hand, a put option represents the right to sell the underlying shares.

•       Determining the best timing to exercise an option contract depends on various criteria, including the amount
of time to expiration and whether or not the investor truly intends to buy or sell the underlying shares.

•       Most (rather than exercised) before expiration by before expiration
•       It's not od to
•       Keeping the stock rather than the option can enhance the brokerage account's risk and margin levels.

The most crucial thing to remember is that the option owner has the right to exercise his or her option. You are not
required to exercise an option if you own one; it is your choice. As it turns out, there are valid reasons to refrain
from exercising your option ownership rights. For an option owner who no longer wishes to keep the position,
closing the option (selling it through an offsetting transaction) is generally the best alternative.



Obligations to Options
The seller or writer has obligations, whereas the holder of a long option contract has rights. Remember that an
options contract has two sides: the buyer and the seller. A call seller is obligated to deliver 100 shares at the strike
price. A put seller must buy 100 shares at the strike price.
When an option seller is notified that the option will be exercised, they are assigned to the contract. If the option
writer is called upon to satisfy the requirements, he or she must honor the contract. It is too late to close the position
after the assignment notification is sent, and they must adhere to the contract's provisions.
The exercise and assignment procedure is automated, and the seller is notified when the transaction occurs. The
seller is randomly chosen from the available investors holding short options holdings. As a result, stock vanishes
from the call seller's account and is replaced with the appropriate amount of cash; stock appears in the put seller's
account, and the cash used to purchase those shares is deleted.
Four Reasons Why You Shouldn't Exercise Your Option
Consider a call option on XYZ Corporation with a strike price of 90, an expiration date of October, and a share
price of $99 per share. One call represents the right to purchase 100 shares for $90 apiece, and the contract is now
trading for $9.50 ($950 for one contract due to the stock options multiplier of 100).

•       XYZ is currently trading at $99.00.
•       The XYZ Oct 90 call option is priced at $9.50.
•       You own one XYZ Oct 90 call option.
•       October expiration is in two weeks.
•       Each call option gives the right to buy 100 shares at the strike price.

1. The Value of Time
Several factors, including the time, determine the value of an option until expiration and the strike price's
relationship to the stock price. If one contract expires in two weeks and another expires in six months on the same
stock and strike price, the option with six months of life remaining is worth more than the option with only two
weeks. It has a longer remaining time value.
If a stock is trading for $99 and the October 90 call is trading for $9.50, as in the example, the contract is $9 in the
money, meaning shares can be called for $90 and sold for $99 to make a $9 profit per share. If the option is trading
at $9.50, it has $9 of intrinsic value and an additional 50 cents of time value. Out-of-the-money contracts (such as
an Oct 100 call) have solely temporal value.
It's rarely a good idea to exercise a time-valued choice because the time value is gone. For example, rather than
exercising the October 90 call (calling the stock for $90 and then selling it for $99), it would be preferable to sell it
at $9.50. If the option is executed, the profit from selling 100 shares for a profit of $9 a share is $900, while selling
a call for $9.50 is $950 in options premium. In other words, by exercising the option rather than selling it, the
investor is losing $50.
Furthermore, exercising an out-of-the-money contract is uncommon. While the stock is $99 and the investor is long
the October 100 call, there is no need to exercise the call and acquire shares for $100 when the market price is $99.
2. Increased Risks
The maximum you may lose when you own a call option is the option's value or $950 in the case of the XYZ Oct 90
call. If the stock rises in value, you still have the option to pay $90 a share, and your call will gain value. It is
unnecessary to buy the shares to profit from a price increase, and holding the call option costs you nothing. If you
elect to execute your call option and buy the stock at $90 per share instead of the call option, you effectively sell
your option at zero and buy the equity at $90 per share.
Let's pretend it's been a week, and the corporation has made an unexpected statement. The stock drops to $83 as the
market reacts negatively to the news. That is regrettable. If you own a call option, it has likely lost a lot of value,
and your account may have dropped by $950. Your account worth has been reduced by $1,600, or the difference
between $9,900 and $8,300 if you executed the option and owned stock before the collapse. This isn't ideal because
you've now lost another $650.
3. Transaction Costs
You usually pay a commission when you sell an option. You typically pay a charge to exercise the option and
another commission to sell the shares when you execute an option. This combination is likely to be more expensive
than simply selling the option, and there's no reason to give the broker more money if you're not getting anything
out of it. (However, because charges vary and some brokers now provide commission-free trading, it's important to
perform the calculation depending on your broker's fee structure.)
4. Higher Margin Exposure



When you exercise a call option and convert it to stock, you become the owner of the shares. To fund the
transaction, you must either spend cash that will no longer earn interest or borrow money from your broker and pay
interest on the margin loan. In both circumstances, you're losing money with no way to make up for it. Instead,
simply hold or sell the option to avoid incurring additional costs.
Two Exceptions
When a stock delivers a large dividend, it may be profitable to exercise a call option to catch the payout.
Alternatively, if you own a deep-in-the-money option, you may not be able to sell it at a reasonable price. It may be
advantageous to execute the option to buy or sell the shares if bids are too low. Make the calculations.
There are good reasons not to exercise an option before or after it expires. In reality, exercising an option rather
than selling it is frequently a mistake unless you wish to acquire a position in the underlying stock. If the option is
in the money as it approaches expiration and you do not want it exercised, make sure to close it with an offsetting
sale, or the contract will be exercised automatically according to the Options Clearing Corporation's guidelines.



Chapter 4:  HOLDING AN OPTION THROUGH THE
EXPIRATION DATE
The stock option holder has the right (but not the responsibility) to buy or sell a stock at a predetermined price. The
strike price is the price that is mentioned. Regardless of whether the strike price has been reached, the option can be
exercised at any moment before expiration.
A primary determinant of an option's value is the link between its strike price and the market price of its underlying
shares. In the case of call options, the option is in the money if the stock trades over the strike price. You can buy
shares for less than the current market price if you exercise the call option. If the stock trades below the strike price,
the call option is out of the money. When better stock prices are available on the open market, it makes little sense
to exercise the call.
If you own an out-of-the-money call, there's no incentive to exercise it because you may buy the underlying shares
on the open market for a lower price.
Approaching the Expiration Date
If the underlying securities trade below the strike price at expiration, a call option is worthless. If the underlying
asset trades above the strike price at expiry, a put option, which offers the holder the right to sell a stock at a
specified price, is worthless.
In any instance, the option is worthless when it expires. When an option is in the money, and the expiration date
approaches, you have a few options. The in-the-money value of marketable options is represented in the option's
market price. You can sell the option to lock in the value, or you can exercise the option to buy or sell the shares (if
you're holding calls) (if holding puts).
Consult your broker for information on how in-the-money options are handled at expiration. Unless you tell them
not to, a broker like Fidelity may automatically exercise in-the-money options on your behalf.
The Laws
When an option nears its expiration date, you have three options: sell the option, exercise the option, or let the
option expire. Options that are out of the money expire with no value. Options that are in the money can be
exercised or sold.
For example, a trader buys $2 for a $90 call option on Company XYZ. The trader spends $200 for this investment
because one options contract equals 100 shares. Company XYZ trades on the open market for $100 at expiration,
and the call option is priced at intrinsic value, meaning the trader can now sell the option for $10 ($100 market price
- $90 strike price). The profit for the trader is $800 ($10 x 100 shares = $1,000 Minus $200 initial investment).
The trader can also choose to exercise the option and buy Company XYZ stock. They'll have to pay $9,000 ($90
exercise price x 100 shares = $9,000) to do so. In this instance, the trader has achieved an $800 paper profit
($10,000 market price - $9,000 cost basis - $200 on the call option).
It's All About the Timing
It's crucial to remember that some options must be used at specified periods. Between the time of purchase and the
expiration date, an American-style option can be exercised at any time. On the other hand, European options can
only be exercised when they reach their expiration date. Bermuda choices can be used on particular dates or until
they expire.
If a trader believes it will be more profitable to sell an option before it expires, they can do so. This is because
options have time value, which is the part of an option's premium attributable to the remaining time before the
contract expires.
Let's go back to our previous example. A trader invests $2 in a $90 call option on Company XYZ, totaling $200.
The stock rises, and Company XYZ is now worth $100. Let's say the $90 call options are worth $12 each, and the
expiration date is one week away. The intrinsic value is $10 ($100 market price less $90 exercise price). The
remaining $2 is time value, which means the market believes Company XYZ can raise another $2 in the remaining
time before the option expires.
The paper profit is $800 if the trader exercises the option (same as above). The profit is $1,000 (or $1,200 - $200) if
the trader sells the option.
How to Profit from Selling Put Options in Any Market Selling (also known as writing) allows an investor to
potentially own the underlying security at a significantly lower price later. To put it another way, selling put options
allows market participants to get bullish exposure while also potentially owning the underlying securities later and



at a lower price than the current market price.
•       Selling (also known as writing) a put option enables an investor to potentially own the underlying security at

a considerably lower price later.
•       Selling puts immediate portfolio revenue for the seller; if the counterparty does not exercise the sold put and

it expires out-of-the-money, the premium is retained by the put.
•       An investor who sells put options on securities that they intend to acquire anyway increases their chances of

making a profit.
•       Keep in mind that if the price of the underlying lowers before expiration and the option finishes in the

money, the writer of the put option will lose money on the deal.
Call vs. Put Options: What's the Difference?
Let's look at a common trading scenario and some potential risks and rewards for better grasping how writing
(selling) puts can assist your investment plan.
A derivative instrument that derives its value from the underlying securities is known as an equity option.
Purchasing a call option grants the holder the right to purchase the securities at a set price, known as the option
exercise price.
On the other hand, buying a put option gives the owner the right to sell the underlying securities at the exercise
price. Buying a call option is thus a bullish wager, as the owner profits if the security rises in value. On the other
hand, a put option is a bearish gamble in which the owner profits if the security falls in value.
This directional logic is flipped over when you sell a call or put option. When a writer sells an option, they take on a
responsibility to the counterparty; the transaction includes a promise to fulfill the position if the option buyer
decides to exercise their right to possess the securities altogether.
Here's a quick rundown of the pros and cons of purchasing vs. selling:

•       Purchasing a call: You have the option to purchase a security at a certain price.
•       If you sell a call, you must deliver the security to the option buyer at a predetermined price if they exercise

the option.
•       Purchasing a put: You have the option to sell a security at a certain price.
•       Selling a put: If the option buyer exercises the option, you are obligated to buy the security at a

predetermined price.
How To Profit From Selling Put Options In Any Market
Selling Put Options: Best Practices
Because you're accepting an obligation to buy if the counterparty chooses to execute the option, investors should
only sell put options if they're happy owning the underlying securities at the predetermined price.
Furthermore, you should only participate in trades where the net price paid for the underlying investment is
favorable. This is the most critical aspect when selling puts options profitably in any market scenario.
Once this crucial pricing criterion is met, other advantages of put selling can be taken advantage of. Because the
seller keeps the full premium if the sold put expires without being exercised by the counterparty, the ability to earn
portfolio income is at the top of this list. Another significant advantage is purchasing the underlying security at a
discount to the current market price.
Put Your Selling Skills to the Test
Consider the following scenario for smart put selling. Assume that Company A's stock is stunning investors with
rising earnings due to a new, groundbreaking product. The stock is presently trading at $270, and the price-to-
earnings ratio is extraordinarily low given the company's rapid development trajectory. You can buy 100 shares for
$27,000, plus charges and costs if you're optimistic about their prospects.
You might also sell a January $250 put option that expires two years from now for $30. That implies the option will
expire two years from now on the third Friday in January, with a $250 exercise price. One option contract covers
100 shares, allowing you to earn $3,000 in options premium throughout the contract (less commission).
You promise to buy 100 shares of Company A for $250 no later than January, two years from now, by selling this
option. The put buyer isn't going to ask you to buy Company A shares for $250 since they are currently trading for
$270. As a result, you'll be able to collect the premium while you wait.
If the stock falls to $250 before the expiration date in January two years from now, you must purchase 100 shares at
that price. However, you'll keep the $30 premium per share, bringing your total cost to $220 per share. If the stock
never falls below $250, the option will expire worthlessly, and you will receive the full $3,000 premium.
To summarize, rather than paying $27,000 for 100 shares, you can sell the put and reduce your net cost to $220 per
share (or $22,000 if the price drops to $250 per share). If the option expires worthless, you keep the $30 per share



premium, a 12 percent return on a $250 purchase price.
Selling puts on stocks you want to acquire can be highly appealing. If Company A drops, you'll have to pay $25,000
to buy the stock at $250 per share. (Your net cost will be $22,000 because you kept the $3,000 premium.) It's vital
to remember that if you don't have enough funds in your account to buy this position, your broker may compel you
to sell other assets.
The sale of put options can contribute to your portfolio's income while also allowing you to obtain exposure to
assets you want to own but at a lower price than the current market price.



Chapter 5: THE TOP 10 QUESTIONS ABOUT OPTION
TRADING
Question 1
What is the difference between stock and options trading, for example?
Rookie traders often misunderstand the distinctions between stock and options trading.
The most significant distinction is...
When you buy a stock, you purchase a share of it, and it has no expiration date; you can keep it for as long as you
like. Dividends can also be earned on stocks.
When you purchase an options contract, you purchase the RIGHT to own it for a set period at a set price.

Question 2:
What makes options trading so "risky"?
To be honest, I'm not sure why option trading is deemed risky in the first place.
Options trading may be considered risky by society simply because most people do not understand how it works.
And when individuals don't grasp how something works, they are more likely to be injured.
They arrive at the stock market knowing everything there is to know about option trading, but they lack the
necessary knowledge and training. Without understanding how they work, they go in blindly and get HURT.
There are more moving parts in options trading than in stock trading.
You buy a stock and keep it for the rest of your life - that plan doesn't require much thought.
"Do I want to be an Apple (AAPL) shareholder?" Sure.” I purchase it from Apple. I am the owner of Apple.
When it comes to option trading, though, there are several things to keep in mind.
You must pay close attention to striking prices and select a time frame.
Those two factors alone add a level of intricacy when purchasing a stock.
As a result, if you don't know how to trade options properly, you risk picking the erroneous strike price or not
giving yourself enough time to get it right when choosing the expiration date.

Question 3:
Why are most options worthless when they expire?
Most options expire worthless because most consumers don't know how to read a stock chart, figure out where the
market is heading and why, or the proper time frame for their option.
Let's have a look at an example.
Let's imagine I discovered a 7-day expiring option for AAPL. The majority of individuals will come in and look for
the CHEAPEST choice available.
The CHEAPEST choice is usually the one that takes the LEAST amount of time.
Risk is linked to the passage of time.
We used a house as an example in the first episode of this options series.
If you're selling your home and someone wants the option to buy it, you can sell them a $1,000 contract that says
they have 30 days to buy it, or the contract and option to buy it will expire.
If someone comes to you today and says they want the option to buy it or not for SIX MONTHS, you might choose
to demand a higher price.
That is a long time to keep someone's residence, and the risk increases. The longer the time horizon, the more I
want to be compensated for taking on the risk.
I may require a non-refundable deposit of $10,000 right now for that deal.
Returning to the stock market, you'll need the right training to figure out how long it takes for the stock chart to
accomplish what you expect it to do.
Many folks just come in and buy the AAPL 7-day contract because it's so cheap!



However, if you've attended one of my training sessions, you'll know that I encourage being able to ANALYZE the
chart and then DOUBLING the period for what you think the chart will do.
As an example...
If the chart takes a month to bounce off support and hit resistance, I'd expect it to take another two months to repeat
the pattern.
However, most individuals believe that the two-month choice is too pricey, so they choose the seven-day or two-
week option.
It doesn't give the chart enough time to do what you expected.
It expires worthless because people buy the wrong option with the wrong time frame.
That is why it is critical to examine the chart, determine what it will do based on the pattern, and plan your strategy
accordingly.

Question 4:
If my options are already profitable/in the red, do I have to wait until expiration to trade them?
One of the most common misunderstandings is holding the options contract until it expires.
What if you have a 6-month option contract but are already profitable after one or two months? Do you have to wait
any longer to make a profit?
NO.
At any point in time, you can take whatever profit you have. You do not have to wait until the option contract's
expiration date.
It just means you have six months to do the task you anticipated. If it does it sooner, that's fantastic! Profit, profit,
profit, profit, profit, profit, profit, profit, profit, profit, profit
On the other hand...
If you find yourself in a trade that is doing the EXACT OPPOSITE of what you expected...

You don't have to be enslaved to the trade and watch helplessly as it plummets till the expiration date.
You can incur a smaller loss if you finish it out EARLY.
Options trading is not as dangerous as you would believe.

Question 5:
What is the smallest amount of money I can invest to begin trading options?
Options trading can be done with as little as $500.
There are no minimum requirements... However, some brokers require that you have a minimum balance of $500-
$2,000 in your account.
However, you can buy options for pennies on the dollar, so you don't need to be a millionaire to start trading
options.

Question 6:
Is there a limit to how much money I can lose when trading options?
Here's the thing about buying options...
You can never lose more than the cost of the option you choose. If you're bullish and buy a call option, then the
stock turns bearish; you'll never lose more than the amount you paid for the option. The MAXIMUM amount of
money you can lose would be $500 if you bought $500 for the option.
It would cost $20,000 to buy 100 shares of AAPL. You could lose your entire $20,000 investment. For $1,500, you
may purchase ONE option contract that controls 100 shares of AAPL.
What is the maximum amount of money you might lose? $1,500.
Is it true that corporations go out of business? YES. There have been cases where people have lost all of their shares
in a corporation. Options carry the same, if not lower, risk than stock ownership. Is it possible to keep KMART
forever? The price dropped to $0.
You would have lost less money if you had the options.



Question 7:
Is it necessary for someone to "lose" for them to "win"?
People believe that if you "win" the trade, you have to "lose" it to someone else.
In the stock market, however, this is not always the case.
I could offer you the right to acquire AAPL from me for $205 if I possess 100 shares for $200 each ($20,000).
You pay $1,500 for the option.
I'm going to get $1,500. You have the option to purchase it for $205 in the following 30 days. I bought it for $200.
If AAPL drops to $225, you'll phone me and tell me you want to buy them for less.
My shares must be delivered for $205.
I get to make the difference between 200 and 205, which is an extra $5. I get to keep the $1,500 you paid me for the
options contract.
I put up $20,000 but only make $2,000. That's a 10% profit margin.
I WON in my world.
You handed me $1,500 to buy the shares at $205 in your world. It's currently trading at $225. You can purchase the
shares, sell them, and make $20 for each share. On the difference, you made a $2,000 profit.
So you made $500 - but if the stock rises any higher, you'll benefit even more.
There is a WINNER and another WINNER in both cases.
All you have to do is learn how to read a stock chart, figure out where your profit and break-even points are, and
then execute.
Every week, we go over the arithmetic, how to read the charts, calculate your break-even, and find the ideal
moment to buy and sell in Power Trades University.

Question 8:
Is it possible to day trade options?
Yes, in a nutshell.
If you're a day trader looking to boost your profits, options are a great way to do so.
You can buy in the morning and sell later in the day.
I used to mostly day trade options when I was a day trader.
I no longer day trade because it is like working: you have to sit in front of the computer all day and watch the
charts.
I've reached the point where this is no longer a job for me; I put my bets, don't look at them for 30, 60 days, and
then close with a profit and move on. I don't want to check on it daily.

TOP MISTAKES TO AVOID WHEN TRADING OPTIONS
While we enjoy learning new terms and extending our knowledge of stock trading, it's equally vital to consider the
various pitfalls that investors may encounter while working in the market. We asked Schaeffer's Senior V.P. of
Research Todd Salamone to look into a list of 10 trading blunders to better understand what it could imply for an
options trader if they fall victim to a volatile market.
1. CAPITAL MISALLOCATION
When buying options, there are several opportunities to make gains of 100%, 200%, or even more in a short period.
These gains can be achieved on relatively tiny changes in the underlying. However, depending on purchasing
options, you could lose all of your money in a single deal. Given the risk of a total loss on a trade, as well as the
high potential to double, treble, or even quadruple your money, the amount of money you invest in options should
be much less than what you invest in stocks. This allows you to make the same earnings as a stock trader while
putting far less money at risk.
2. BELIEVING THAT A HIGH WIN RATE REPRESENTS PROFIT
The win rate, average win, and average loss are the most important criteria in determining bottom-line profitability
when buying options. Option buyers can expect a win rate of less than 50% because they pay a non-linear time
premium and have a defined term for their predicted move to occur — defined by the expiration date. As a result,
the average win must be greater than the average loss to make money. Put another way; it's critical to concentrate
on letting profits run and minimizing losses as soon as feasible. Those with a high win rate in trading options prefer



to grab gains quickly, resulting in little winners, and they tend to hold on to losing trades in the hopes of turning
them into winners, which is a formula for catastrophe. If each deal is worth the same amount of money, a 60 percent
win rate with a 20 percent average win and a 60 percent average loss results in a 12 percent loss. If you flip those
percentages (40 percent win rate, 60% average win, 20% average loss), you get a 12 percent profit.
3. FAILURE TO DIVERSIFY YOUR PORTFOLIO
This might indicate various options trading, such as diversifying techniques to ensure you're exposed to the
unknowns and diverse market circumstances. Straddles, for example, allow you to profit from dramatic surges in
either direction, while credit spreads and other premium-selling tactics allow you to profit from quiet, directionless
markets. Even if option buying is your main strategy, diversifying your options portfolio means having exposure to
both calls and puts, diverse time frames in terms of time till expiration, and multiple setups for call and put trades.
For example, a momentum-based breakout strategy and a strategy that searches for oversold situations where the
underlying is falling back to support are both examples of call setups.
4. LACK OF DISCIPLINE
Discipline issues can manifest themselves in a variety of ways. In general, a lack of discipline involves taking
shortcuts and constantly disobeying known rules and guidelines to attain bottom-line success, whether you are a
novice trader who has learned from a successful trader or an experienced trader who understands what it takes to
make money. Even while attaining an average win that is considerably larger than your average loss is a vital
indicator for successful option buying, a lacking trader discipline will be quick to collect profits and oblivious to
lowering losses. Alternatively, one may disregard money management principles, such as putting significantly more
money into a trade right after a losing trade because he wants to recoup his losses faster or believes he is "due" for a
win. However, the results of previous trades are completely unrelated to subsequent trades.
5. TRADING WITHOUT AN EDGE
What is it that just a few, if any, people know about you? This can be a signal that offers you a tip on the direction
for a certain underlying that the masses are ignorant of, or something about its options – its open interest
configuration or option pricing – that makes the risk-reward attractive now vs. other times. When you trade, you're
joining a group of people who are all striving to achieve the same goal, and some of them have a viewpoint that is
opposed to yours. Those who have an advantage have an advantage in any situation where there is competition.
6. FRONT-RUNNING DRIVERS
Anyone speculating in the market will desire action all of the time. However, keep in mind that when buying
options, you have a set amount of time in which the stock must move, and in most cases, the option's price includes
a time premium that decays at a non-linear rate over time. As a result, front-running drivers are not a good idea, as
these factors work against you, necessitating greater precision than a stock-buying approach. Remember that buying
a stock and buying an option are two very different things. While options provide you with lower risk and leverage
than owning equity, you must accept some hazards in exchange for these benefits. The wise option buyer is aware
of these dangers and strives to mitigate them through patience and a thorough study of the "Greeks," or the different
factors that influence the price of an option.
7. BUYING WHAT’S CHEAPEST WITHOUT UNDERSTANDING THE GREEKS
Some people are attracted to alternatives because they are inexpensive. For $10, you can purchase a 10 cent option
that controls 100 shares of the underlying equities or exchange-traded fund (0.10 x 100 shares). And this may
appear "affordable" in comparison to a $4.00 alternative, which will set you back $400 ($4.00 x 100). The 10 cent
option may be on the ones that yield 1,000 percent, but the chances are minimal. Because the delta is a measure of
sensitivity to the underlying's price, you must look at the delta, which is an approximation of the option being worth
anything at expiration. It's the nickel and dime options that have a 90% or higher chance of becoming worthless
when they expire. If you base your whole option-buying strategy on these types of options, you run the danger of
losing all of your trading capital. To put it another way, cheaper does not always imply better.
8. POOR OPTION SELECTION
There are many alternatives accessible when trading options, including the various strike prices and expiration
dates. The advantage is the flexibility and freedom to match the time frame with the indicator(s) you're employing;
the disadvantage is that it can be scary and overwhelming for beginner options traders. One consideration should be
your risk tolerance when purchasing options, as some options can provide better returns than others. Still, they also
carry a bigger chance of losing your entire investment. Strike selection becomes critical when you're locked inside a
set time limit. When it comes to time frames, the expiration you choose is equally significant, and as a result, when
trading options, aligning your time frame with your indicators is critical.
9. TRADING ILLIQUID OPTIONS
Individual traders should be aware of the difference between the bid price (the price at which you can sell an



option) and the asking price (the price at which you can buy an option) (the price at which you can buy the option).
The spread is the term for this. The more liquid options will have a smaller difference between the bid and ask
prices, such as a nickel or dime. On some contracts, the most liquid options will have a cent difference. The average
daily volume of a contract and its open interest can be liquidity indicators. Depending on the situation, the open
interest may only be due to one or two days of trading during the contract's life.
You will experience severe slippage if you repeatedly trade illiquid contracts with bigger spreads — selling the bid
and buying the offer. In such cases, work the order by placing limit orders between the bid and asking when the
order will be filled. Cancel the order and try again if they don't fill it. Keep in mind that in more liquid conditions
with good activity and a tight spread, there's a chance you'll be able to buy or sell an option at the bid or ask. This
can offer you an advantage over time.
10. PAYING ATTENTION TO SINGLE TIME FRAMES (ONLY INTRADAY, ONLY MONTHLY, ETC)
This is true when it comes to reaching the top of the rankings. Traders can become concentrated on intraday or daily
charts, losing sight of resistance or support levels, as well as longer-term moving averages that may be just
overhead or below and affect price activity. Even if you are trading a shorter-dated option, such longer-term levels
may impact the price action in the short term. As an options trader, you need to be aware of this to define the risk-
reward ratio properly. If this occurs, you may decide to pass on the trade or play an option with a longer time to
expiration to give it more time to break through the support or resistance that was not visible on the shorter-term
chart.



Chapter 6: TECHNICAL INDICATORS TO BUILD A
TRADING TOOLKIT
Traders utilize technical indicators to obtain insight into the supply and demand of assets and market psychology.
These indications work together to form the foundation of technical analysis. Trading volume, for example, can
indicate whether a price move will continue. Indicators can be used to generate buy and sell signals in this fashion.
You'll learn about seven technical indicators to add to your trading toolset from this list. You don't have to use them
all; instead, pick a few that you think will help you make better trading decisions.

•       Technical traders and chartists can develop signals using various indicators, patterns, and oscillators.
•       Some take price history into account, while others look at trade volume, yet others are momentum indicators.

These are frequently used in tandem or conjunction with one another.
•       In this chapter, we'll look at seven of the most common tools used by market technicians, which you should

learn about if you want to trade using technical analysis.
Tools for the Job
For day traders and technical analysts, the tools of the trade are charting tools that provide buy/sell signals or
suggest market trends or patterns. In general, technical indicators can be divided into two categories:

1. Overlays: On a stock chart, technical indicators with the same price scale are placed on top of the
prices. Moving averages, Bollinger Bands®, and Fibonacci lines are examples.

2. Oscillators: Technical indicators oscillating between a local minimum and maximum are plotted
above or below a price chart rather than overlaying on it. The stochastic oscillator, MACD, and RSI
are examples. We will focus on the second type of technical indicator in this chapter.

When assessing security, traders frequently utilize a combination of technical indicators. With thousands of various
indicators to pick from, traders must learn how to use them and choose the ones that perform best for them. To
generate trade ideas, traders can combine technical indicators with more subjective technical analysis, such as chart
patterns. Because of their quantitative nature, technical indicators can be incorporated into automated trading
systems.
On-Balance Volume is the first step in achieving on-balance volume.
First, quantify the positive and negative flow of volume in a security over time using the on-balance volume
indicator (OBV).
A running total of volume minus down volume is used to calculate the indicator. The volume when the price rallied
is known as up volume. The volume when the price declines are known as down volume. Depending on whether the
price went up or down, each day's volume is added or deducted from the indication.
When the OBV rises, it indicates that buyers are willing to come in and raise the price. When the OBV falls, the
selling volume exceeds the buying volume, indicating lower pricing. It functions as a trend confirmation tool in this
way. If both the price and the OBV are rising, this indicates that the trend will continue.
Traders who employ OBV look for divergence as well. When the indication and price move in opposite directions,
this happens. If the price is rising, but the OBV is declining, it's possible that the trend isn't being supported by
significant purchasers and will soon reverse.



2. Line of Accumulation/Distribution
The accumulation/distribution line (A/D line) is one of the most often used indicators to determine an asset's money
flow in and out.
It's similar to the on-balance volume indicator (OBV). Still, instead of focusing solely on the security's closing price
for the period, it also considers the period's trading range and where the close falls within that range. The indicator
gives volume more weight if a stock closes near its high than if it closes at the midpoint of its range. Because of the
differences in calculations, OBV will perform better in some circumstances while A/D will perform better in others.
Because the stock is closing over the range's midway point, the indicator line is going up, indicating purchasing
activity. This aids in the confirmation of an upward trend. If A/D is decreasing, on the other hand, it suggests the
price is closing in the lower half of its daily range, and hence volume is negative. This aids in the confirmation of a
downward trend.
Traders that use the A/D line keep an eye out for divergence. Suppose the A/D begins to fall while the price rises;
the trend is in trouble and may reverse. Similarly, if the price is trending lower and A/D begins to rise, it could
indicate that higher prices are on the way.



3. Average Directional Index
The average directional index (ADX) is a trend indicator used to determine a trend's strength and momentum. When
the ADX rises above 40, the trend is thought to have a lot of directional power, either up or down, depending on the
price movement.
The trend is considered weak or non-trending when the ADX indicator is below 20.
The ADX is the indicator's primary line, which is normally black. Two more lines can be displayed if desired. DI+
and DI- are the two types. These lines are frequently red and green in hue. All three lines work together to display
the trend's direction and momentum.

•       The ADX is above 20, and the DI+ is above the DI-, indicating an uptrend.
•       If the ADX is over 20 and the DI- is above DI+, the market is downturned.
•       An ADX below 20 indicates a weak trend or range phase, frequently coupled rapidly with DI- and DI+

crisscrossing.

4. Aroon Indicator
The Aroon oscillator is a technical indicator that determines whether a security is in a trend and, more specifically,
whether the price is making new highs or lows throughout the calculation period (typically 25).
The indicator can also predict the start of a new trend. There are two lines in the Aroon indicator: an Aroon-up line
and an Aroon-down line.
The first hint of a likely trend change is when the Aroon-up crosses above the Aroon-down. If the Aroon-up reaches
100 and remains very close to that level while the Aroon-down remains near zero, it indicates that an uptrend is
underway.
It's also true in the other direction. If Aroon-down crosses above Aroon-up and stays near 100, it means the
downtrend is active.



5. MACD
The moving average convergence divergence (MACD) indicator aids traders in determining the direction of a trend
and its momentum. It also offers a variety of trade signals.
The price is in an upward phase when the MACD is above zero. The MACD has entered a negative phase if it is
below zero.
The indicator comprises the MACD line and a slower-moving signal line. When the MACD crosses below the
signal line, it means the price is going down. The price rises when the MACD line passes above the signal line.
Seeing which side of the indicator's zero can help you figure out which signals to pay attention to. For example, if
the indicator is above zero, look for the MACD to cross the signal line before buying. If the MACD is below zero,
the crossing of the MACD below the signal line may indicate a possible short trade.

6. Relative Strength Index
There are at least three significant applications for the relative strength index (RSI). The indicator plots recent price
gains with recent price losses as it swings from 0 to 100. As a result, the RSI levels to aid in determining
momentum and trend strength.
An RSI is most commonly used as an overbought and oversold indicator. When the RSI exceeds 70, the asset is
overbought and may fall. When the RSI falls below 30, the asset is considered oversold and is likely to rise. Making



this assumption, however, is risky; as a result, some traders wait for the indicator to climb above 70 and then fall
below before selling, or for the indicator to fall below 30 and then rise above before purchasing.
The RSI can also be used to calculate divergence. When the indicator moves in the opposite direction of the price,
the current trend deteriorates and may reverse shortly.
Support and resistance levels are a third application for the RSI. A stock will frequently hold above the 30 mark
during uptrends and frequently hit 70 or above. When a stock is in a downtrend, the RSI will usually stay below 70,
and it will regularly drop below 30 or lower.

7. Stochastic Oscillator
The stochastic oscillator is a technical indicator that compares the current price to the price range over time.
According to the chart, when the trend is up, the price should be setting new highs, which are plotted between zero
and 100. Price tends to make fresh lows in decline. The stochastic determines whether or not this is the case.
Because it is uncommon for the price to achieve continuous highs, keeping stochastic around 100, or continuous
lows, keeping stochastic near zero, the stochastic goes up and down quite quickly. As a result, stochastic is
frequently utilized to indicate overbought and oversold conditions. Overbought values are above 80, while levels
below 20 are considered oversold.
Keep the entire price trend in mind when using overbought and oversold levels. For example, during an upswing, if
the indicator descends below 20 and then climbs above it, it could be a buy indication. Rallies above 80, on the
other hand, are less significant because we expect the indicator to move to 80 and above regularly during an
uptrend. Look for the indicator to climb above 80 during a downtrend and then drop below to identify a possible
short trade. In a downturn, the 20 level has less significance.



Every short-term trader's goal is to figure out which way the momentum of a certain asset is going and benefit from
it. Hundreds of technical indicators and oscillators have been developed for this purpose, and this slideshow has
presented a sample of a few that you may test out right now. Consider incorporating the indicators into your current
strategy or developing new ones based on the indications. Try them out in a demo account to see which ones you
should use. Choose the ones you like most and discard the rest.



CONCLUSION
I did my best to present as much information as possible while keeping the simplicity level that a rookie option
trader needs. Investors can earn from trading underlying securities using options as an alternate strategy. Different
combinations of options, underlying assets, and other derivatives are used in various strategies. Buying calls, selling
covered calls, buying puts, and buying protective puts are basic techniques for novices. Trading options rather than
underlying assets have advantages, such as downside protection and leveraged gains. Still, it also has some
drawbacks, such as the obligation to pay a premium upfront. Choosing a broker is the first step in trading options.
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